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ABSTRACT
Relationship of Student Ratings of Importance and Levels of Satisfaction to Selected
Student Demographics
by
Michael L. Sauer 
Dr. Carl R. SteinhofF, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Educational Leadership 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Low graduation and retention rates are problems that many universities and 
colleges across the country face. Students often leave an institution prematurely, not 
because o f academic difficulties but because o f other obstacles that they believe impede 
their progress. Studying student satisfaction can help to understand what some of these 
difficulties might be. In order to address this issue, this study examined the relationship 
between student ratings o f importance and student satisfaction with elements o f the 
university environment and student characteristics.
There were 1,208 subjects in this study. All subjects were given the Noel-Levitz 
Student Satisfaction Inventory during the Spring 2002 at the University o f Nevada, Las 
Vegas (Noel Levitz USA Group, 2001). The data were analyzed with a set of 
multinomial logistic regression equations with the measurements o f importance and 
satisfaction being the dependent variables and the student characteristics being the 
independent variables.
Ill
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The most important independent variable influencing student satisfaction was 
whether the institution was the first, second, or third choice o f students when they 
entered. Student standing was another important variable. As undergraduate students 
increased in student standing they were more likely to be dissatisfied with campus 
climate, campus life, registration effectiveness, service excellence, and safety, security, 
and parking. This is different from what was expected and may be attributable to the 
study being done at a commuter campus in a large, urban area. Students o f color were 
more likely to be dissatisfied with instructional effectiveness and student centeredness. 
Female students were more likely to view campus support services, concern for the 
individual, instructional effectiveness, recruiting and financial aid, registration 
effectiveness, and safety, security, and parking as more important than male students. 
Female students were more likely to be more satisfied with campus life and student 
centeredness than male students were and less satisfied with safety, security, and parking.
Other relationships that are important to note because of their lack o f significant 
relationships include the students’ age, whether the student returned the next semester, 
and the students’ employment status. These last relationships are surprising because o f 
their lack o f significance.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Student satisfaction studies measure how effectively institutions o f higher education 
are meeting the expectations o f students. These expectations, along with the expectations 
o f our society, have changed over the last several decades. Society has become much 
more consumer oriented with businesses attempting to cater to every need. Students are 
brought up and immersed in this environment and have come to expect the same type of 
treatment from all service environments, including higher education (Levine & Cureton, 
1998). These other services include banks, telephone companies, stores in the local mall, 
and grocery stores. Individuals who are dissatisfied often make decisions to discontinue 
their relationships with service providers. Sometimes the area o f dissatisfaction has little 
to do with the primary service provided (Noel, Levitz, & Saluri, 1985). Therefore, it is 
important for colleges and universities to understand the factors that contribute to student 
satisfaction and/or dissatisfaction.
The measurement o f student satisfaction has changed over the last several decades. 
The earliest study was done by Ralph Berdie (1944) to determine if  student satisfaction 
scores could assist with student advising. Later studies (Pervin & Rubin, 1967; Betz, 
Klingensmith, & Menne, 1970; Sturtz, 1971; Betz, Starr, & Menne, 1972; Starr, Betz, & 
Menne, 1972; Schmidt & Sedlacek, 1972; Hallenbeck, 1974; Netusil & Hallenbeck,
1975; Hatcher, 1975) were done during periods o f student unrest and protest, the 1960s
1
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and 1970s. They were done as a reactive approach to the situation and pressures facing 
college campuses at the time (Juillerat, 1995). The focus o f these studies was to 
determine what student characteristics were related to which institutional characteristics 
and how these were associated with student satisfaction. The College Student 
Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSSQ), developed by Betz, Klingensmith, and Menne 
(1970), was a primary instrument used for many o f them. One o f the major areas 
investigated was the relationship between academic or instructional elements o f higher 
education and student satisfaction, but did little in the way of examining the issues that 
influenced student satisfaction with other university services such as student services 
components (Bean & Bradley, 1986). There was also a lack of statistical rigor, in light of 
the advances in computers and statistical software.
Research efforts with respect to student satisfaction started to re-emerge during the 
1980s as researchers began to utilize measurements o f student satisfaction to study 
student retention. These efforts, aimed at improving student retention, focused on student 
centeredness and student satisfaction (Noel, 1994). One notable early study was 
conducted by Bean (1980) who adapted work done by Price (1977) on the relationship of 
employee satisfaction and turnover to the higher educational environment. As the Total 
Quality Management (TQM) movement became more pervasive in industry, studies 
treating the student as a customer began to appear (Orpen, 1990; Spanbauer, 1992; 
Juillerat, 1995). As true in most TQM studies, these were based on sophisticated survey 
instruments. One o f the limitations was that they only measured student satisfaction and 
did not place this measurement within the context o f what services and functions were 
most important to students.
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Schreiner and Juillerat (1993) developed the Noel-Levitz USA Group Student 
Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) to address deficiencies in earlier instruments. The SSI added 
the dimension of ratings o f importance for each survey item to the measurement o f 
student satisfaction. This allowed levels o f student satisfaction to be interpreted in the 
context o f how important a given service or function was to the student. Understanding 
what is important to students and with what they are dissatisfied can help to guide more 
effective initiatives to improve higher education.
Hundrieser (1999) used the Student Satisfaction Inventory to measure ratings o f 
importance and levels o f student satisfaction o f first-time full-time freshmen at a small 
private residential university. His study sought to determine if  relationships existed 
between the ratings o f importance and levels o f satisfaction o f traditional college 
freshmen and various student characteristics such as gender, residency, etc.
Further study using the Student Satisfaction Inventory remains to be done for 
different types o f institutions, for undergraduate students at different levels o f standing 
(e.g., sophomores, juniors, and seniors), for commuter students, as well as for other 
student characteristics. This study utilizes the same survey instrument as the study by 
Hundrieser (1999), the Noel-Levitz USA Group Student Satisfaction Inventory developed 
by Schreiner and Juillerat (1993).
Several studies have suggested that different types o f institutions have different 
student satisfaction patterns (Pascarella & Terezini, 1991). Residential institutions are 
more likely to provide students with a larger variety o f interpersonal academic and social 
experiences. Tinto (1993) observed that departure fi'om commuting colleges is more 
likely to be influenced by external factors than for students at residential campuses. He
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also observed that most commuting colleges do not have significant on-campus student 
organizations and activities. Kuh, Schuh, Whitt, & Associates (1991) further noted that 
students at urban colleges are less likely to participate in on-campus, non-academic 
activities because o f their other commitments off-campus.
As noted above, Hundrieser’s study examines a small private university (Lynn 
University). Lynn University is a relatively small, (approximately 1800 students) private, 
co-educational university in Boca Raton, FL with approximately 95% of the students 
living on campus (http://www.collegeexpress.com/collegesearch/collegeDetail.asp 
?scid=2400049). The University o f Nevada, Las Vegas is a large (more than 23,000 
annualized students), urban, mostly commuter (approximately 1600 spaces available in 
the residence halls) institution (UNLV Office o f Institutional Analysis and Planning, 
2001) and is different from Lynn University in many ways. Thus, this study o f students 
at the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas helps to make a contribution to the understanding 
o f the ratings o f importance and levels o f student satisfaction.
Statement o f the Problem
Problem Statement
Low graduation and retention rates are a problem at many universities across the 
country. Improvements in the quality o f the student learning experience are assumed to 
positively influence these rates. This study investigated the student’s perception o f the 
quality o f the student learning experience at a large, urban, commuter university. These 
perceptions were measured by looking at student satisfaction within the context o f ratings 
o f importance with elements o f their learning experience or the services provided by the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
university. The sub-problems below provide a structure from which to determine what 
these perspectives regarding elements o f the student learning or university environment; 
Sub-Problems
The following sub-problems were addressed during this study;
1. What difference does student standing have on ratings o f importance and 
levels o f student satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
2. What difference does ethnicity have on student ratings o f importance and 
levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
3. What difference does gender have on student ratings o f importance and levels 
o f satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
4. What are the other most significant individual characteristics (listed as 
independent variables in the definition section and not addressed in the sub­
problems above) that can help to predict ratings of importance and levels o f 
student satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
Need for the Study
The University o f Nevada Las Vegas provides a unique environment within which to 
conduct this type o f a study. The previous study utilizing the Student Satisfaction 
Inventory was conducted at a small private residential university on the east coast. The 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas is a large, public, commuter institution in the western 
United States.
This study is needed for several reasons. These reasons include the need to create a 
baseline from which future studies at the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas can be 
conducted; to help contribute to the literature on imderstanding the changes in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
expectations o f students over the last several decades; to address changes in the growing 
level of complexity o f higher education organizations; to make improvements in the 
quality o f student learning and to establish priorities for these improvements; and to 
respond to external and internal constituencies that are demanding accountability from 
higher education.
Students want convenience, quality, service, and lower costs and believe that they 
deserve this type o f service (Levine & Cureton, 1998). To further complicate this 
situation, students are increasingly less prepared from an academic perspective for the 
challenges and demands o f higher education (Astin, 1984).
There have also been significant changes in the level o f organizational complexity of 
higher educational institutions. As the complexity o f higher education has increased, 
departments have become more specialized causing students to have to go to more places 
to get their problems resolved. The process o f charting a course through this maze or 
web of complexity can be very challenging even to the most seasoned student (Schroeder, 
Minor, & Tarkow, 1999). This puts many students in need of additional professional 
assistance that only knowledgeable and caring staff can provide (Noel, Levitz, & Saluri, 
1985). Failures in this area can lead to frustration on the part o f students and provide 
opportunities for dissatisfaction with the institution to increase.
There is a need for Higher Education, like other public and private industries, to 
continue to make improvements in the quality o f  the services which it offers. The 
primary focus o f higher education improvement is in the quality o f the student learning 
experience. Measurements o f student satisfaction provide an important outcome to help
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indicate what improvements, including the quality o f student learning, are needed in 
higher education.
Students are consumers o f the services o f higher education. Consumers o f higher 
education, like the consumers o f other enterprises, express their satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction with the services and functions that are offered to them. A focus on 
consumer satisfaction can help higher education identify the areas in need o f change. 
Framing those areas within the context o f which ones are most important can help to 
prioritize the changes that need to be made (Spanbauer, 1992).
While students are the product o f higher education, they are also customers. Even 
though this is a dual relationship, there is still a need to look at students as customers. 
Paying attention to customer satisfaction is a meaningful activity in which enterprises 
engage if  they want to retain their customers. This is also true o f the higher education 
enterprise. Astin (1977 and 1993) indicates that it is difficult to argue that student 
satisfaction can be subordinated to any other education outcome. Tinto (1975 and 1993) 
also asserts that student satisfaction plays an important role in understanding student 
attrition. Earwood-Smith and Colbert (1989) argue that student satisfaction research can 
help determine which components o f the college experience are the sources o f the 
greatest student satisfaction as well as dissatisfaction. Sanders and Burton (1996) 
indicate that student satisfaction research can even help institutions that have high 
retention and graduation rates.
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Purpose and Research Questions
Purpose
The purpose o f this survey study was to examine the relationship between student 
ratings o f importance and student satisfaction with elements o f the university 
environment and student characteristics as measured by the Noel-Levitz Student 
Satisfaction Inventory for a sample o f students at the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas in 
the Spring 2002. The Student Satisfaction Inventory measures eleven areas that cover the 
breadth o f services that universities offer to students (listed as the dependent variables in 
the definition section). The examination of student satisfaction is important to this study 
because potential areas within the university with which students are dissatisfied will be 
identified and information to help improve o f these services will be provided. Fourteen 
different student characteristics (listed as the independent variables in the definition 
section) were used in the study to help identify specific areas o f improvement from the 
perspective o f the student.
Research Questions
•  Do differences in student standing relate to different ratings o f importance and 
levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
• Do differences in ethnicity relate to different ratings o f importance and levels 
o f satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
•  Do differences in gender relate to different ratings o f importance and levels o f  
satisfaction with elements o f the imiversity environment?
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•  What are the significant differences in other student characteristics relative to 
different ratings o f importance and levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the 
imiversity environment?
Conceptual Framework 
A universal management and leadership problem is the allocation o f resources and the 
setting o f priorities. Another problem faced by management and leadership is the 
definition o f quality and how to know when quality has been achieved. The total quality 
management (TQM) movement provides a structure to address the problems stated 
above. TQM is an effort to make continuous improvements in all elements of an 
organization by focusing the priorities o f all members o f the enterprise on meeting the 
requirements o f those to whom they provide services (or customers). One o f the central 
tenets o f the TQM movement is that quality can and must be measured. The 
measurement o f customer satisfaction is the only accurate means o f assessing whether 
quality products and services have been delivered. Satisfied customers also are retained 
customers. Measuring the costs o f quality provides a framework for determining whether 
corporate resources are being utilized optimally (Deming, 1986).
Understanding and improving the quality o f the student learning experience can be 
optimally utilized by an adaptation o f the TQM principles to higher education. Students 
are the recipients o f the services o f higher education as customers are the recipients o f the 
services o f business (Orpen, 1990). The measurement o f student satisfaction provides a 
method to determine whether quality services are being provided to students just as the 
measurement o f customer satisfaction has help to determine whether quality has been
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provided in businesses. Mortimer and Edwards (1990) have made the following 
observation about how to make improvements in the quality o f the student experience in 
higher education:
Quality cannot be increased by simply increasing admissions standards.
We must begin to define quality in terms o f student experiences. The 
problem is that prevalent views of excellence in higher education do not 
necessarily reflect what students actually learn from their college 
experiences, (p. 77)
The measurement o f student satisfaction provides colleges and universities a 
yardstick to determine the definition o f quality. More importantly, it helps colleges and 
universities know when quality has been achieved. This will help it to assess, prioritize, 
and improve services to students, which leads to an improvement in the quality o f the 
student learning experience.
Definition o f Terms
General Terms
IMPORTANCE: The value the student places on a stated expectation while 
completing the Student Satisfaction Inventory. This value is based on a seven-point 
Likert scale with values ranging from very important to not important at all. The survey 
also allowed a no-response for these items.
SATISFACTION: The degree to which a student is satisfied with an item on the 
Student Satisfaction Inventory. This value is based on a seven-point Likert scale with
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values ranging from very satisfied to not satisfied at all. The survey also allowed a no­
response for these items.
NOEL-LEVITZ: A company whose main purpose is to provide colleges and 
universities with additional aids and tools to work toward improving university retention 
rates. This company provides a variety o f services and other measuring instruments that 
are designed to gather relevant student feedback.
STUDENT SATISFACTION INVENTORY: Actual two-dimensional (ratings of 
importance and levels o f satisfaction) survey with which data were collected consisting o f 
over 70 items that cover the full range of college experiences developed by the Noel- 
Levitz USA Group (1997).
UNIVERSITY : The term “University” will refer to the University o f Nevada, Las 
Vegas. If a lower case “u” is used, it refers to universities in general. Also, when used in 
lower case, university and college are terms that can be used synonymously.
STUDENT LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: All activities/interactions engaged in by 
the academic instructional staff, academic support staff, student services staff, and the 
student with the intention o f supporting student learning.
Dependent Variables
ACADEMIC ADVISING EFFECTIVENESS assesses the comprehensiveness o f an 
institution’s academic advising program. Academic advisors are evaluated on the basis 
o f their knowledge, competence, and personal concern for student success, as well as on 
their approachability (Noel-Levitz USA Group Inc., 2002).
CAMPUS CLIMATE assesses the extent to which an institution provides experiences 
for students, which promote a sense o f campus pride and feelings o f belonging. This
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scale also assesses the effectiveness o f an institution’s channels o f communication for 
students (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
CAMPUS LIFE assesses the effectiveness o f student life programs offered by an 
institution, covering issues ranging from athletics to residence life. This scale also 
assesses campus policies and procedures to determine students’ perceptions o f their rights 
and responsibilities (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
CAMPUS SUPPORT SERVICES assesses the quality of an institution’s support 
programs and services which students utilize in order to make their educational 
experiences more meaningful and productive. This scale covers areas such as tutoring, 
the adequacy of the library and computer labs, and the availability o f academic and career 
services (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
CONCERN FOR THE INDIVIDUAL assesses the institution’s commitment to 
treating each student as an individual. Those groups who frequently deal with students 
on a personal level (e.g., faculty, advisors, counselors, and residence hall staff) are 
included in this assessment (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS assesses students’ academic experience, 
institution’s curriculum, and the campus’s overriding commitment to academic 
excellence. This comprehensive scale covers areas such as the variety o f courses offered, 
the effectiveness o f the faculty in and out of the classroom, and the effectiveness o f the 
adjunct faculty and graduate teaching assistants (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
RECRUITMENT AND FINANCIAL AID EFFECTIVENESS assesses the 
institution’s ability to enroll students in an effective manner. This scale covers issues
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such as competence and knowledge o f admissions counselors, as well as the effectiveness 
and availability o f financial aid programs (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
REGISTRATION EFFECTIVENESS assesses issues associated with registration and 
billing. This scale also measures an institution’s commitment to making this process as 
smooth and effective as possible (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
SAFETY, SECURITY, and PARKING assesses an institution’s responsiveness to 
students’ personal safety and security on campus. It also addresses parking issues from 
the student’s perspective. This scale measures the effectiveness o f both security 
personnel and campus facilities (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
SERVICE EXCELLENCE assesses the perceived attitude o f institutional staff toward 
students, especially front-line staff. This scale pinpoints the areas o f the campus where 
quality service and personal concern for students are rated most and least favorably (USA 
Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
STUDENT CENTEREDNESS assesses campus efforts to convey to students that 
they are important to an institution. This scale measures the extent to which students feel 
welcome and valued (USA Group Noel-Levitz, Inc., 2002).
Independent Variables
GENDER was the sex o f the student responding to the survey.
ETHNICITY was classified as those students responding to the survey who were of 
African-American, American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, 
Caucasian or White, Hispanic, other origins, or prefer not to respond.
STUDENT STANDING was the standing o f the student during the Spring 2002 
Semester. The values are Freshmen, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Non-admitted
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Undergraduate Student, Master’s Degree Student, Doctoral Student, and Non-admitted 
Graduate Student.
ENROLLMENT STATUS was whether the student considered himself/herself a day­
time student, an evening student, or a weekend student.
CURRENT CLASS LOAD was whether the student was attending full-time or part- 
time.
CUMULATIVE SPRING 2002 GPA was the student’s grade point average at the end 
o f the Spring 2002 Semester. This source of these data is from the institution’s student 
record system.
EDUCATIONAL GOAL was the goal that the student’s educational goal at the time 
the student responded to the survey. The choices the student was asked to consider were 
Associates Degree, Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree, Doctoral or professional degree, 
certification, personal development and/or enjoyment, job-related training, or other.
EMPLOYMENT STATUS was whether the student was employed on- or off- 
campus, full- or part-time, or not employed at all.
PLACE OF RESIDENCE was the place that the student was residing at the time of 
the survey which included the residence halls, a fraternity/sorority house, their own 
house, a rented room or apartment off-campus, their parent’s home, or other place.
RESIDENTIAL CLASSIFICATION was the classification as an in-state, out-of-state, 
or international student.
CHOICE OF INSTITUTION WHEN ENTERING asked whether the University of 
Nevada Las Vegas was the student’s first, second or third choice when they first attended.
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RETURN FALL 2002 indicates whether the student returned for the Fall 2002, 
graduated in either the Spring 2002 or Summer 2002, or failed to return.
COLLEGE indicates which University o f Nevada, Las Vegas academic unit the 
student’s major is identified.
Limitations o f the Study
The following limitations are present in this study.
1. Several o f the moderating variables were self reported by students and may 
not be completely accurate. The data were gathered within a relatively short 
period o f time and are cross-sectional in nature. This further impacts the 
generalizability o f the results o f this study.
2. These static descriptions may not be reliable descriptions o f the sample in 
some future retesting period.
3. There is no method in the procedures to measure how the descriptions o f the 
data may have recently changed or how they may be expected to change in the 
future.
4. The results o f this study are geared specifically towards the University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas. While there was an attempt by the researcher to identify 
common issues and subjects that related to similar institutions, the main focus 
o f this research is on the improvement o f the elements (academic and non- 
academic) o f the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas.
5. This analysis was not designed to demonstrate or establish a cause-effect 
relationship between any o f the independent variables and the dependent
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variables. The use o f the word effect in this study is synonomous with the 
words influence, relationship, or correlation. This study was designed to 
explore levels o f importance and satisfaction at a large, urban university and 
the influence or relationship o f various measurements o f student 
characteristics.
Delimitations o f the Study 
The following delimitation has been established for this study: The study has been 
restricted to students at a large, public, urban university and may not be descriptive of 
other populations. The results may not be generalizable to other universities in other 
regional areas.
Overview o f the Study 
This study o f student ratings o f importance and levels of satisfaction with elements o f 
the university environment is based upon a literature review o f studies o f student 
satisfaction over the past 55 years. The review o f the literature, which is presented in 
Chapter 2, is based on a review of the literature in four major areas: student standing, 
ethnicity, gender, and broad and/or overall studies o f student satisfaction. Research 
techniques and methodology are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 reports the results o f 
the statistical analysis o f the data collected from the respondents to the Noel-Levitz 
Student Satisfaction Inventory. A summary, discussion o f relevant findings, and 
recommendations for practice at the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas and 
recommendations for further research are contained in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Chapter 2, Review of Literature, is divided into four main topics. The first section 
deals with a review of the literature addressing student standing and how student standing 
impacts levels o f student satisfaction. The second section deals with the literature 
addressing ethnicity and levels o f student satisfaction. Section three deals with the 
literature addressing gender and levels o f student satisfaction. The fourth section looks at 
the literature addressing broad and/or overall levels of student satisfaction.
Student Standing and Satisfaction 
Differences in the levels o f satisfaction o f students with respect to year in college and 
other demographic variables was the focus o f a study done by Betz, Klingensmith, and 
Menne (1970). The purpose o f that study was to develop an instrument to measure 
relationships between aspects o f student satisfaction and various demographic variables 
in a typical college or university setting. A total o f 463 students who attended Iowa State 
University were used in the study, 162 freshmen, 124 sophomores, 115 juniors, and 62 
seniors. The students completed a 92 item survey using a five-choice Likert scale.
The instrument developed as a part o f that study was the College Student Satisfaction 
Questionnaire (CSSQ). It was adapted from an instrument that measured job satisfaction. 
The aspects o f student satisfaction were divided into six selection dimensions or scales.
17
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The six dimensions were policies and procedures, working conditions or physical 
conditions o f student’s academic environment, compensation or the amount o f study 
required relative to getting desired grades, quality o f education, social life, and 
recognition.
The results o f the analysis o f covariance across the six scales showed there was a 
relationship between the various aspects of satisfaction and year in school or standing. 
These results must be considered in light o f the type o f instrument used to measure 
student standing. Since the instrument was an adaptation o f work previously done in the 
area of job satisfaction, there might be some factors that do not transfer between job 
situations and college experiences. Students are both the participants in the process 
(equated to employees) and the customers o f higher education. The study was also 
conducted at a large, residential, public university and may not be generalizable to other 
university student bodies.
Pascarella and Terenzini (1991), in their comprehensive review o f the literature, 
looked at how students change during their college careers. The authors explored 
changes in students that occur during their college experience as they progress through 
their course o f studies and how they change after they complete college. While the focus 
o f this study was on the very broad question o f how college affects students, there is 
evidence presented that can help to understand how levels o f satisfaction o f students 
would be expected to change as their student standing increases.
One o f the findings o f Pascarella and Terenzini was that seniors express a greater 
value in getting an education for the sake o f an education. Beginning students were
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found to want to get an education primarily so that they could get a desirable job upon 
completion.
A study to develop a model o f college adjustment by Van Heim (1991) measured 
student satisfaction among other indicators as an outcome variable. This study sought to 
integrate theories o f work adjustment, organizational socialization, and college student 
retention research to develop this model of college adjustment.
A sample o f 322 first-year college students was used in this study. These students 
were given a questionnaire that measured satisfaction among other variables during the 
Spring quarter o f their first year. The degree to which a student’s characteristics match 
or fit the college environment was found to be related to the student’s intention to remain 
at the college.
Van Hein concluded that the better the student-college fit, the more likely the student 
was to persist at the institution. Like the work o f Terenzini and Pascarella above, the 
author does not draw a direct conclusion about student standing and satisfaction. This 
relationship must be inferred from the conclusions that the author reaches about student- 
college fit. The study also did not measure the satisfaction levels o f other students with 
higher standings in order to compare with those o f freshmen. This leaves the conclusions 
inferred from this study on a weak foundation.
The relationship between the amount o f  education and the level o f  satisfaction was 
one o f the aspects studied by Knox, Lindsay, and Kolb (1992). The purpose o f  the study 
was to determine if  the outcomes o f  higher education had an impact on the student’s 
perception o f  the status o f  the doors that were opened to them after they graduated
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because o f attending college. Multi-institutional data from 1,509 institutions from the 
National Longitudinal Study o f the High School Class o f 1972 was used for this study.
The authors concluded that there was a relationship between standing and 
satisfaction. They reported that the more education that one has (students with more 
education have higher standings) the more positive and satisfied the student was. Knox, 
Lindsay, and Kolb concluded that there was a strong and positive relationship between 
student standing and the level o f student satisfaction. This study made the evaluation 
based on the characteristics o f the college attended rather than the individual student 
characteristics that contributed to levels o f satisfaction. It is possible that the nature o f 
this relationship might have been different had the focus been on student characteristics.
Alexander Astin (1993), in a later study similar to a previous work (1975), looked at 
what matters to students in college. Like Pascarella and Terenzini above, he sought to 
understand what factors affect students during their college experience. This study used 
the extensive Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) data to study students 
from many different types o f institutions across the United States.
Astin concluded that student satisfaction was positively related to the number o f years 
that a student had completed. Satisfaction is one o f the many indicators that were studied 
in this work. Although the study did not investigate standing and satisfaction, it did make 
a significant contribution to the literature. The use o f an instrument specifically designed 
to understand standing and student satisfaction would help to improve the findings on this 
subject.
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Student Ethnicity and Satisfaction 
Alexander Astin (1975,1978,1982) did some o f the earliest work studying the 
differences in how higher education impacts students o f color. As previously stated in 
the section dealing with student standing and satisfaction, Astin utilized the CIRP 
database to analyze these potential differences. Astin (1975) discovered that the dropout 
rate for African American students attending primarily White colleges was substantially 
higher than the rate for Whites or African Americans attending Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities. The number o f survey responses for other students o f color 
were too small to use in the analysis. A later study done by Astin (1982) on minority 
students in higher education did not specifically address differences in satisfaction and 
how that relates to ethnicity. The study does indicate that minority students who think 
well of their abilities and personally forecast their success in higher education as good 
tend to indicate higher levels o f satisfaction. Minority students who enter college with 
good high school preparation have the highest probability o f persisting in college.
While these studies make an important contribution to the understanding o f how 
minority students are impacted by higher education, there remains a significant amount of 
unknown information about differences in the levels o f satisfaction that minority students 
have with various elements o f the university environment. Understanding these 
differences can help college administrators implement more effective programs to help 
these students achieve more success in college.
Differences in minority and non-minority student satisfaction was one of the variables 
studied by Harrington (1986). The purpose o f the study was to examine the relationship 
between performance and satisfaction. This study was adapted from earlier research in
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industrial and organizational psychology. The data used in this study were merged from 
two sources, the High School and Beyond Study and the Higher Educational General 
Information Study. The subjects were grouped into Black or African American, White or 
Caucasian, and Hispanic or Latino. A causal model was developed using LISREL to 
study the data.
Harrington concluded that student behavior in college was related to the student’s 
background and the institution’s environment. The author indicates that minority 
students tend to come from less advantaged backgrounds and that this is a factor that was 
significantly related to academic performance. Even though the data in this study were 
grouped by minority classification, the author did not draw a conclusion about 
differences in student satisfaction as a result o f minority status. It is not clear from the 
study whether this is a factor that the author studied and found no significance or that the 
author did not study it.
The development and proposal o f a theory to help explain and understand student 
departure from higher education was the purpose o f studies done by Tinto (1977, 1993). 
Tinto (1993) observed that students o f color face significantly more challenges, 
hardships, and higher rates o f dropout in their higher educational journey than non­
minority students. Students o f color also experience more severe problems in attempting 
to join meaningful groups in the social life o f the institution.
Kuh and associates (1998) conducted a year-long campus climate study at the 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas. Kuh utilized the College Student Experience 
Questionnaire (CSEQ) with approximately 1,800 students participating and 150 students
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participating in 26 focus groups throughout the 1997-98 academic year to understand the 
influence o f campus climate and culture on student success and satisfaction.
Kuh reported that the level o f student satisfaction with the UNLV is comparable to 
the levels o f student satisfaction at other urban, higher educational institutions. He also 
reported that minority students, especially African American and Hispanic students, were 
more likely to report negative experiences than non-minority students. Kuh 
recommended that further analysis be done exploring additional areas where revisions to 
the curriculum or to the learning environment may be warranted.
Hernandez (2000) did a qualitative study exploring the retention o f Latino college 
students. The purpose o f the study was to gain a better understanding from students who 
had recently graduated or were about to graduate about the factors that led them to 
remain in college. Ten subjects were used in the study. There were five male and five 
female Latino students. These students were given in-depth interviews on multiple 
occasions during the Spring 1998 semester at a large, public, mid-Atlantic, predominantly 
white research university.
Several factors were found to be important resulting in their persistence. These 
factors were (1) that the student wanted to succeed; (2) family, friends, and peers were 
supportive; (3) Latino communities were available on campus; (4) they participated in co- 
curricular activities; and (5) they had good relationships with faculty and staff. This 
study contributes to the literature by helping to provide some evidence about what helped 
these Latino students persist. The study does not specifically address the issue o f student 
satisfaction and cannot be used to predict minority student satisfaction with various 
elements o f the university environment.
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African American student satisfaction with college is poorly researched and 
understood according to Brown (2000). Brown’s purpose in the study was to help to fill 
this gap in the literature. A total o f 260 survey participants were used in this study. The 
participants were made up of 33% men and 67% women. There were 114 first-year 
students and 155 third year students. The survey instruments the students answered 
measured social support, satisfaction with college, and use of campus facilities and/or 
services.
The primary variable influencing satisfaction for African American men was the 
amount o f university-based advice and/or guidance they received. Multiple factors for 
African American women were discovered. These included university-based emotional 
(the ability to turn to others for comfort and security) instrumentation and resource use. 
This study makes an important contribution to the literature in helping to understand the 
levels o f satisfaction o f African American students, but does little to assist in 
understanding the differences between these students and non-minority students.
Umbach and Porter (2002) conducted a study looking at the levels o f satisfaction of 
alumni. This study utilized satisfaction along with intellectual and personal development, 
as outcomes o f the college experience. The purpose of the study was to determine what 
impact academic departments have on levels o f student satisfaction and development.
The study also measured these outcomes based on student ethnicity and gender.
Umbach and Porter concluded that student ethnicity along with gender were 
significant in explaining the student outcomes utilized in this study (satisfaction, 
intellectual development, and personal development). These students have different
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types of experiences during their time in higher education and, therefore, have different 
levels of satisfaction.
A multi-level modeling technique was utilized by Umbach and Porter, which limited 
the number of variables that could be used in the study. This constrained what could be 
used to represent the construct for an academic department. The survey data also came 
from a single institution, which could have an impact on the generalizability o f the data. 
The authors also indicated that the number o f respondents to the survey was relatively 
small. These factors indicate that studies utilizing a different type o f model, which would 
allow for a larger number o f variables and a larger number of respondents could impact 
the conclusions reached in this study.
Student Gender and Satisfaction
Differences in the levels o f student satisfaction based on student gender were also 
addressed in a study previously referenced above by Betz, Klingensmith, & Menne 
(1970). The authors concluded that there was not a significant relationship between 
levels o f satisfaction and gender after controlling for the year in school and place o f 
residence. Betz, Starr, & Menne (1972) conducted another study utilizing multi- 
institutional data using the same instrument, CSSQ, and they concluded that there were 
no significant differences in the level o f satisfaction o f men and women.
As previously stated, these results must be considered in light o f the type of 
instrument used to measure student standing and the method o f statistical analysis that 
was used. The CSSQ was an adaptation o f research previously done with respect to job 
satisfaction. The type o f analysis utilized in this study was an analysis o f variance.
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Statistical tools have greatly improved over the last several decades and the use o f an 
instrument designed to measure student satisfaction might allow for better results to be 
generated.
Astin (1975) noted that men and women dropped out o f college for different reasons. 
When the same reasons appeared on the list, it generally appeared in a different order for 
men than for women. Men listed poor grades as the fourth most important reason for 
dropping out while women listed it as the seventh reason.
The development o f a causal model to examine student turnover or dropout behavior 
was the focus o f a study conducted by Bean (1980). This study sought to adapt work 
done on employee turnover in work organizations to student turnover in institutions of 
higher education. Bean’s causal model looked at satisfaction and institutional 
commitment as intervening variables with satisfaction influencing institutional 
commitment and institutional commitment being a primary indicator o f the likelihood of 
dropping out. Bean’s study was one of the first studies to look at student satisfaction 
with various elements o f higher educational institutions.
Bean found that institutional commitment had the most significant relationship with 
dropout. Bean also noted that satisfaction was a significant factor influencing 
institutional commitment for women, but not for men. One o f the conclusions that Bean 
drew was that there were differences in the levels o f satisfaction for men and women.
This study was conducted utilizing new freshmen at a single university. The conclusions 
reached in this study would have been improved if the number o f men and women had 
been roughly similar (366 men and 541 women). It would have also been helpful if  
students other than freshmen would have been sampled.
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Tinto (1993) noted that women tended to drop out o f universities for social forces 
rather than academic ones. He concluded that women were more influenced by social 
connections with the institution. Men were more likely to depart for academic reasons. 
This supports the idea that different factors within a college or university have different 
impacts and influences on men and women and thus should impact their levels of 
satisfaction with various elements o f the university.
Umbach (2002) also noted that students o f different gender had different experiences 
in college and therefore, have different levels o f satisfaction based on those experiences. 
These research studies infer that men and women look at college somewhat differently, 
have different priorities within college, and have different levels o f satisfaction with 
elements o f universities.
Overall Levels o f Student Satisfaction
The development o f a model to help understand student attrition was the subject o f 
two early studies by Spady (1970; 1971). The model sought to demonstrate how various 
student background variables such as family background, friendship support, intellectual 
development, social integration, satisfaction, and others contributed to the decision o f a 
student to dropout o f college.
A total o f 683 entering students in the Fall o f 1965 at the University o f Chicago were 
used in this study, 62% men and 38% women. The source of the data included 
information from student records (primarily from admissions credentials and college 
records), and several surveys (two forced-choice questionnaires and in-depth semi­
structured interviews). The author concluded that the theoretical model was adequate.
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The author’s conclusion about the satisfaction variable was that the significant 
relationships were social integration, grade performance, and intellectual development.
The sample used in this study was from a very selective, private university. The basic 
assumption o f the model utilized was that students who fail to become integrated into the 
educational community have a higher probability o f dropping out o f college. Satisfaction 
was one o f the many variables measured in this study but not the focus. A determination 
o f what elements o f the university with which students were satisfied was not addressed.
An adaptation of a model originally developed to understand employee turnover in 
work organizations was the focus o f a study by Bean (1980). The causal model 
developed in this study looked at student background variables and organizational 
elements and their impact on student satisfaction and institutional commitment. Student 
satisfaction and institutional commitment were then examined to determine their impact 
on the student’s dropout decision. The author concluded that the causal model was useful 
in describing the process o f student attrition. Satisfaction was much more significant for 
men than for women as it impacted institutional commitment. Institutional commitment 
was seen as the most important predictor o f the student dropping out. These results must 
be interpreted in light o f the sample used (1,111 new freshmen at a single university) and 
the purpose o f the model which was to explain the lack o f student persistence. This study 
does not utilize an extensive measurement o f student satisfaction, but looks to see how 
the background and organizational variables relate to overall satisfaction. While this is a 
valuable study, further research needs to be done to understand the nature o f student 
satisfaction.
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The level o f freshmen student involvement in student activities and its impact on 
retention was the subject o f a study by Jones (1985). The purpose o f the study was to 
determine if  freshmen students with higher levels of involvement had higher levels o f 
persistence. A total o f 451 freshmen in a small, public institution was used in the study. 
The data were collected from a survey that asked students about their satisfaction and 
their level o f involvement. A multiple regression analysis was conducted on the data.
The multiple regression indicated that students that were more involved were more likely 
to re-enroll the next semester. The author concluded that higher levels o f student 
involvement led to higher levels o f satisfaction. Student involvement is one o f many 
potential variables that impact overall levels o f student satisfaction. Jones’ analysis 
provides an important contribution to the understanding the factors that influence student 
attrition. Like the other studies above, further work remains to be done to understand the 
factors that contribute to student satisfaction.
Bean and Bradley (1986) conducted a study to determine if  there was a relationship 
between student performance and student satisfaction and whether this relationship went 
both ways. They collected a questionnaire from 1,518 students attending a major 
Midwestern research university and combined the survey results with data collected from 
the student records maintained by the registrar’s office.
The authors’ utilized a path analysis to determine the nature of the relationship noted 
above. A major finding that the authors’ discovered was that student satisfaction 
influences performance more than performance influences satisfaction, but that there was 
a mutual relationship between the variables. The influence of satisfaction on 
performance is nearly twice that o f the relationship between performance and
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satisfaction. Like previous studies, this one sought to measure a specific relationship 
between performance and satisfaction. It did not attempt to determine the individual 
factors that contribute to student satisfaction.
A study that sought to determine how changes at a college impacted student 
satisfaction and retention was done by Earwood-Smith and Colbert (1989). Conducted 
on 173 students from a small liberal arts college, it compared a survey conducted in 1983 
with one conducted in 1987 to determine if there was a higher level o f positive responses 
as a result o f the administrative changes in the interim. The authors also wanted to 
determine which areas o f the college were in need o f improvement.
Based on the use o f a z-test, Earwood-Smith and Colbert concluded that there were 
significant differences in the levels o f positive responses over the time period o f the 
study. They also noted that the rate o f persistence to graduate increased from 40% in 
1983 to 54% in 1987. This study was conducted at a small private institution with a 
relatively small sample. The study does not report the types o f changes that took place 
nor how these changes may or may not have impact student satisfaction. The increase in 
student satisfaction and retention may be attributed to any number o f activities. The 
analysis could also be improved by the use of more sophisticated statistical techniques.
Orpen (1990) attempted to fill the void in the literature on student satisfaction with a 
study of 72 final year business administration students at a large state university in 
Victoria, Australia. This study treated students as consumers o f  higher education. The 
author determined that students’ satisfaction depended largely on whether their 
expectations were met or not. The students completed a survey measuring their 
expectations (both positive and negative) for the various aspects of the undergraduate
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experience. The author conducted individual moment correlations for each attribute 
between expectations and satisfaction. Orpen concluded that the degree o f student 
satisfaction is strongly related to the degree to which their expectations were met. These 
results must be considered in light o f the size and nature o f the sample as well as the 
location o f the university from which the sample was selected (Australia). It is possible 
that results obtained from students at a different type o f institution and from a different 
country might have different results.
Van Heim (1991) conducted a study o f study attrition that looked at how the student’s 
decision to depart from college was influenced by different student characteristics and 
organizational factors. Van Hein gathered the data using a survey measuring satisfaction, 
expectations, participation, and intention to leave college administered to 322 first year 
college students. The author concluded that satisfaction with the academic side o f 
college was not enough. Social aspects o f college were also important to students, 
especially for those who have high affiliation needs. This study helps to build a case for 
the measurement o f student satisfaction with a comprehensive set o f elements o f a 
university environment.
Pike (1993) conducted a study to determine if  students who reported their level of 
satisfaction as high also reported that they learned more than students who reported lower 
levels o f satisfaction. He was looking for a “halo” effect. This study looked at 989 
graduating seniors from University of Tennessee in Knoxville in 1988 with a follow-up 
alumni survey in 1990. The author found it impossible to determine if  there was a “halo” 
effect as the two models utilized failed to provide a better explanation o f the variance in 
the observed measures.
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Validation of the Student Satisfaction Inventory by Noel-Levitz USA Group was the 
focus o f a study by Juillerat (1995). The Student Satisfaction Inventory utilizes a two- 
dimensional approach to the assessment o f student satisfaction, placing student 
satisfaction within the context o f how important a particular activity/service was to the 
student. This two-dimensional nature o f the instrument makes the instrument different 
from others utilized before it.
Juillerat used responses to the Student Satisfaction Inventory from 4,974 students 
from 27 four-year universities across the United States to validate the instrument. The 
overall Cronbach’s coefficient alpha measuring reliability was .97 for the importance 
scores and .98 for the satisfaction scores. This study provided preliminary support for the 
use of the instrument to help provide universities with a variety o f summary scores.
These summary scores attempt to describe, in a comprehensive way, student’s 
perceptions of the services and activities at a college campus.
The effect o f intensive advisement on student satisfaction, achievement, and 
educational aspirations was the focus o f a study by Lloyd (1995). The purpose o f the 
study was to determine if  participation in intensive advisement led to higher levels of 
satisfaction. The study demonstrated no significant difference in the level o f satisfaction 
between those students who participated in the intensive advising process and those that 
did not.
The relationship between satisfaction and performance as well as satisfaction and 
persistence was the subject o f a study by Wince and Borden (1995). The data for this 
study came from a student satisfaction survey and student records at a large urban 
Midwestern commuter university. A total o f 1,643 students participated in the study.
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The data were analyzed using multiple regression. The author’s conclusion was that 
satisfaction-performance relationship was found to differ more than the satisfaction- 
retention relationship.
Exploring the quality o f student life as a combination o f life satisfaction and campus 
satisfaction was the focus o f a study by Benjamin and Hollings (1995,1997). The 
purpose o f these studies was to determine if  the model utilized in the study was adequate 
to measure Quality o f Student Life (QSL). This was an exploratory study utilizing a 
relatively small sample o f 266 seniors from the University of Gulph. The authors 
concluded that the QSL model was useful in that it suggested that students’ lives are 
complex and multileveled. Since this was an exploratory study and the issues are 
complex, it would be useful for additional studies to be conducted using this model. In 
the later study (1997), life satisfaction among students was impacted by family 
relationships, the self-perception o f the student, program certainty, and recent events.
Sanders and Burton (1996) utilized student satisfaction to assess the effectiveness of 
first year experience programs. First year experience programs are put in place to 
decrease student attrition and to help college students become more successful in their 
college experience. Multiple sources o f data were combined into a database (CIRP data, 
satisfaction survey, and student records data) for 540 freshmen to determine whether the 
student would return the next semester or not (484 that returned and 56 who did not).
The authors concluded that the use o f  satisfaction modeling was a useful tool to help 
address retention problems.
This study, like many o f the studies that precede it, utilize satisfaction to address 
retention issues. This type o f a model has been borrowed from Total Quality
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Management (TQM) efforts in industry. TQM methodology sets customer satisfaction as 
an outcome and seeks to increase customer satisfaction as evidence that the business 
processes for a company have been improved. In higher education, the student is seen as 
the customer with student satisfaction increasing indicating that improvement has been 
made to the underlying processes.
Hundrieser (1999) utilized the Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory to 
investigate the levels o f satisfaction with and importance o f university services and their 
relationship to various background variables (e.g., gender, residency, grade point 
average). This study surveyed 297 freshmen from Lyim University in Boca Raton, FL. 
The author found that students identified academic advising as well as safety, parking, 
and security to be two of the most important services and that they identified all services 
as important. The students at Lyim University also identified campus services and 
academic advising as the most satisfying.
This study was conducted at a small private residential college with first-time 
freshmen. It is appropriate that other types o f institutions in different settings also be 
utilized in this type o f study to determine if the results from Lynn University are 
generalizable to other types o f institutions.
Differences in the influences o f academic affairs and student affairs on student 
outcomes were the focus o f a study conducted by Graham and Gisi (2000). Its purpose 
was to look at alumni satisfaction with academic affairs or instructional services and 
student affairs to determine how each o f these contribute to the student’s level o f 
satisfaction with their college experience. The authors studied 20,777 alumni participants 
using the ACT Alumni Outcomes Survey. Approximately 61% of the participants were
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female, 93% were Caucasian, and 2.5% were African American. The two independent 
variables were student satisfaction with student affairs and student satisfaction with 
academic affairs. The authors concluded that the instruction scale showed the more 
significant results, but both independent variables were significant.
Summary of Literature Review
Chapter 2 has presented selected literature that looks at studies that have examined 
student satisfaction. To facilitate the presentation, the chapter was divided into four 
sections. The first section dealt with the relationship between student standing and 
satisfaction.
The second section looked at the relationship between student ethnicity and 
satisfaction. The literature generally indicates that minority students face more 
challenges, both academic and environmental, when attending college and often need 
additional help from college professionals.
The third section dealt with the relationship between student gender and satisfaction. 
The literature indicates that social integration is usually more important for women than 
it is for men.
The final section looked at studies that look at overall student satisfaction. Several of 
these studies discuss the development of models that attempt to predict student 
satisfaction.
The literature provides limited support for the current study. Many o f the studies 
utilize student satisfaction to predict student retention. Although related to the problem 
of this study, student retention is a different problem than trying to understand student
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satisfaction. Further research needs to be done in the area o f student satisfaction and 
placing these levels o f satisfaction within the context o f how important the elements o f 
the university environment are to students.
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Chapter 3 presents the methods and procedures o f the study. For the purpose o f 
presentation, the chapter is divided into five sections: Research Questions, Description 
o f the Subjects, Description o f the Instrumentation, Treatment o f the Data, and Statistical 
Procedure.
Research Questions
This section contains a list o f the research questions with a statement that helps to 
explain how the analysis will address each research question.
Research Question 1
The first research question asks whether differences in student standing relate to 
different ratings o f importance and levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the university 
environment. The answer to this research question is based on the interpretation o f the 
results o f an appropriate logistic regression model. Three appropriate logistic regressions 
are done for each dependent variable. Each variable includes a separate regression for 
the rating o f  importance, the level o f satisfaction, and the difference between the two. 
Research Question 2
The second research question asks whether differences in ethnicity relate to different 
ratings o f importance and levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the university
37
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environment. As above, an appropriate logistic regression is done for each dependent 
variable. Each dependent variable includes the ratings o f importance, the level of 
satisfaction, and the difference between the two.
Research Question 3
The third research question asks whether differences in gender relate to different 
ratings o f importance and levels of satisfaction with elements o f the university 
environment. As above, an appropriate logistic regression for each dependent variable is 
done. Each dependent variable includes the ratings o f importance, the level of 
satisfaction, and the difference between the two.
Research Question 4
The fourth research question asks whether there are significant differences in the 
other independent variables not utilized in the above research questions and how these 
differences relate to different ratings o f importance and levels o f satisfaction with 
elements of the university environment. A set o f three appropriate logistic regressions 
analyzing each o f the remaining independent variables is done. The remaining 
independent variables are the enrollment status, current class load, cumulative Spring 
2002 GPA, educational goal, employment status, residential classification, choice of 
institution when entering, return in Fall 2002, and college. Each dependent variable 
includes the ratings o f importance, the level o f satisfaction, and the difference between 
the two.
Survey Design
The purpose o f survey research is to make inferences or generalizations about a 
population based on the characteristics, attitudes, or behavior o f members o f a sample of
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the population (Babbie, 1997). Survey research is the preferred method for this study 
because student attitudes and priorities were measured. The measurements are compared 
against student characteristics to determine if  there is a relationship between them.
Survey research provides an efficient and economic means to conduct this type of 
descriptive and exploratory research (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997).
This survey utilized a cross-sectional data collection method with the data being 
collected at a single point in time during the Spring 2002 Semester. The survey data 
were combined with structured records from the institutional records system based on the 
student social security number.
Description o f the Subjects
Population
The population being studied is the Spring 2002 Semester student body at the 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas. TableS 1 through 7 below provide some relevant 
characteristics o f the student population and for the sample. The data exclude the Law 
School and the Dental School enrollment and have been provided by the Office of 
Institutional Analysis and Planning o f the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas.
Sample Selection
This survey was administered in classroom environments. A systematic sample was 
used to identify the students who participated (Babbie, 1997). The Spring 2002 schedule 
was used to develop a list o f the classes and the respective instructors that would be asked 
to have their classes participate in the survey. Every third class in the schedule was
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Table 1 Spring 2002 Population and Sample Headcount by Student Standing
Standing
Population 
Headcount Percent
Sample 
Headcount Percent
Non-admitted 
Undergraduate Students
1,244 5.67% 26 2.15%
Freshmen 3,134 14.28% 139 11.51%
Sophomores 3,447 15.71% 195 16.14%
Juniors 3,774 17.20% 243 20 12%
Seniors 6 J3 9 28.43% 511 42.30%
Non-admitted Graduate 
Students
1,441 6.57% 17 1.41%
Master’s Degree Students 2,325 10.60% 73 6.04%
Doctoral Students 344 1.57% 1 0.08%
Unknown 0 0.00% 3* 0.25%
Total 21^W8 100.00% 1,208 100%
* There are 3 observations with missing values on Student Standing in the Sample
Table 2 Spring 2002 Population and Sample Headcount by Gender
Population Sample
Gender Headcount Percent Headcount Percent
Male 9,626 43.86% 490 40.56%
Female 12,311 56.09% 705 50.36%
Unknown 11 0.05% 13* 1.08%
Total 2T,948 100.00% 1,208 100.00%
* There are 13 observations with missing values on Gender in the Sample
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Table 3 Spring 2002 Population and Sample Headcount by Ethnicity
Ethnicity
Population
Headcount Percent
Sample 
Headcount Percent
African American L583 7.21% 67 5.55%
Asian American 2428 1106% 218 18.05%
Caucasian 13,266 60.44% 718 59.44%
Foreign National 1,037 4.72% 42 3.48%
Latino 1,958 8.92% 89 7.37%
Native American 212 0.97% 11 0.91%
Prefer Not to 
Respond
0 0.00% 46 3.81%
Unknown 1,464 6.67% 17* 1.41%
Total 21,948 100.00% 1,208 100.00%
* There are 17 observations with missing values on Ethnicity in the Sample
identified as a potential group. An attempt was made to contact each instructor two 
times. An appointment was made with instructors who agreed to allow their class to 
participate in the study. The Canon Research Center (CRC) o f the University o f Nevada, 
Las Vegas administered the survey and visited each class where the faculty member 
provided permission. It took each student between 20 and 30 minutes to complete the 
survey. Students were asked not to complete it again if  they had already participated in 
another class. The students filled out the survey instrument in pencil and the CRC staff 
collected the surveys.
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Table 4 Spring 2002 Population and Sample Headcount by Age Range
Population Sample
Age Range Headcount Percent Headcount Percent
18 and Under 100 0.46% 97 8.03%
19 to 24 11408 51.98% 735 60.84%
25 to 34 6580 29.98% 244 20.20%
35 to 44 2074 9.45% 73 6.04%
45 and Over 1779 8.11% 45 3.73%
Unknown 7 0.03% 14* 1.16%
Total 21,948 100.00% 1,208 100.00%
* There are 14 observations with missing values on Age in the Sample
Table 5 Spring 2002 Population and Sample Headcount by Residency Classification
Residency
Classification
Population 
Headcount Percent
Sample 
Headcount Percent
Nevada 14,483 65.99% 880 72.85%
Out-of-State 5,536 25.22% 243 20.12%
International (Not U.S. 
Citizen)
1,929 8.79% 69 5.71%
Unknown 0 0.00% 16* 1.32%
Total 21,948 100.00% 1,208 100.00%
* There are 16 observations with missing values on Residency in the Sample
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Table 6 Spring 2002 Population and Sample Headcount by Declared Academic Unit
Population Sample
Academic Unit Headcount Percent Headcount Percent
Business 3436 16.11% 161 13.33%
Education 3 J2 8 14.25% 121 10.02%
Engineering 1J54 5.71% 82 6.79%
Extended Studies 115 0.52% 16 L3294
Fine Arts 1,517 6.91% 53 449%
Graduate Special 1,444 6.58% 94 7.78%
Hotel Administration L836 847% 182 15.07%
Health Sciences L228 5.60% 73 6.04%
Liberal Arts 2,220 10.11% 197 16.31%
Student Development 
Center
1,373 6.26% 52 4 30%
Sciences 1,036 4.72% 45 3.73%
Urban Affairs 2,017 9 19% 106 8.77%
Undergraduate Special 1,244 5.67% 26 2T5%
Total 21,948 100.00% 1,208 100.00%
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Table 7 Spring 2002 Population Headcount by GPA Range
GPA Range
Population
Headcount Percent
Sample 
Headcount Percent
No Credits Earned 285 1.30% 7 0.58%
1.99 or Below 1,707 7.78% 61 5.05%
2.00 to 2.49 3,011 13.72% 156 12.91%
2.50 to 2.99 5,092 23.20% 304 25.17%
3.00 to 3.49 5,738 26.14% 384 31.79%
3.50 or Above 6,028 27.46% 296 2440%
Unknown 87 0.40% 0 0.00%
Total 2L.948 100.00% 1,208 100.00%
The completed surveys were mailed to Noel-Levitz for scanning and having a dataset 
built. The returned database o f survey responses was then combined with institutional 
student records data resulting in a sample size o f 1,208 student responses.
Description o f the Instrumentation
Survey Instrument
Laurie A. Schreiner, Ph.D., and Stephanie L. Juillerat, Ph.D. developed the Student 
Satisfaction Inventory (SSI), with assistance from Noel-Levitz USA Group. Dr. 
Schreiner is associate dean and professor o f psychology at Eastern College in St. Davids, 
Peimsylvania, and Dr. Juillerat is assistant professor o f psychology at Azusa Pacific 
University in Azusa, CA.
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The SSI measures the student’s rating o f how important each item is in addition to 
how satisfied they are with each item. This two-dimensional instrument allows student 
satisfaction to be interpreted within the context of how important each item is to the 
student. There are 73 items on the survey with both importance and satisfaction scores 
measured by a seven-point Likert scales. The survey also asks questions about student 
demographic characteristics. The survey also comes in a version for 4-year colleges and 
universities and another version for community colleges. This study used the 4-year 
college and university version.
Instrument Validity and Reliability
The Student Satisfaction Inventory is a reliable instrument. Both the two-year and 
four-year (the one that UNLV has) versions o f the SSI show exceptionally high internal 
reliability. Cronbach's coefficient alpha is .97 for the set o f importance scores and is .98 
for the set o f satisfaction scores. It also demonstrates good score reliability over time; the 
three-week, test-retest reliability coefficient is .85 for importance scores and .84 for 
satisfaction scores (Juillerat, 1995)
There is also evidence to support the validity o f the Student Satisfaction Inventory. 
The survey authors assessed convergent validity by correlating satisfaction scores from 
the SSI with satisfaction scores from the College Student Satisfaction Questionnaire 
(CSSQ), another statistically reliable satisfaction instrument. The Pearson correlation 
between these two instruments (r = .71; p < .00001) is high enough to indicate that the 
SSI's satisfaction scores measure the same satisfaction construct as the CSSQ scores, and 
yet the correlation is low enough to indicate that there are distinct differences between the 
two instruments (Noel-Levitz USA Group, 2002).
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Survey Items
Table 8 below presents some sample items used in the survey.
Treatment o f the Data 
The survey instrument utilizes items that are answered by the participants on a 7-point 
Likert scale. The scale for importance allows for answers not important at all, not very 
important, somewhat unimportant, neutral, somewhat important, important, and very 
important. The scale for satisfaction allows for answers not satisfied at all, not very 
satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, neutral, somewhat satisfied, satisfied, and very satisfied. 
The 72 items on the survey have been grouped by the survey authors into the following 
summated scales: Academic Advising; Campus Climate; Campus Life; Campus Support 
Services; Concern for the Individual; Instructional Effectiveness; Recruitment and 
Financial Aid; Registration Effectiveness; Safety, Security, and Parking; Service 
Excellence; and Student Centeredness. Table 9 below indicates the survey items the 
authors grouped into which summated scales with the SSI items that are assigned to each 
scale (Noel Levitz USA Group Survey Instructions). The scales, as developed by the 
authors, are the dependent variables for this study.
Statistical Procedure
Each of the dependent variables is an ordered discrete value. The values for both the 
importance and satisfaction ratings use the arithmetic mean o f the responses for the 
respective scale (as noted in the table above). Table 10 below provides detailed
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Table 8 Selected Student Satisfaction Inventory Items
Selected Survey Items
Most students feel a sense o f belonging here.
Library staff are helpful and approachable.
Faculty are fair and unbiased in their treatment o f individual students. 
There is a commitment to academic excellence on this campus.
I seldom get the “run-around” when seeking information on this campus. 
There is a good variety o f courses provided on this campus.
information on each of the dependent variables with the type o f the variable and an 
example o f the values.
A set o f ordered probit or logistic regression models would normally be the preferred 
regression technique to utilize based on the type o f dependent variables as noted at Table 
10 below (Greene, 2000). Ordered probit regression models make an implicit parallel 
regression model and the logistic regression models make an implicit parallel odds 
assumption. Wolfe and Gould (1998) document a Stata module to test for the parallel 
regression or odds assumption. If  the specific regression model meets the parallel 
regression or odds assumption, an ordered probit or logistic regression will be utilized for 
that model. If the model failed to meet the parallel assumption noted above, a 
multinomial logistic regression was used as an alternative method, which does not make 
the implicit parallel odds assumption (Long & Freese, 2001). This study utilized logistic
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Table 9 Scales Identified by Survey Authors
Scale Grouped Items Number o f Items
Academic Advising 6, *14,19,33, and 55 5
Campus Climate *1, *2, *3, *7, *10, *29,37, *41, *45,51, *57, 
*59, *60, 62, 66, *67, and *71
17
Campus Life 9 .23 ,24 , * 3 0 ,3 1 ,3 8 ,4 0 ,4 2 ,4 6 ,5 2 , 56,63,
64, *67, and 73
15
Campus Support 
Services
*13,18, 26, 32 ,44 ,49 , and 54 7
Concern for the 
Individual
*3, *14, *22, 25, *30, *59 6
Instructional
Effectiveness
* 3 ,8 ,1 6 ,2 5 ,3 9 , *41,47, 53 ,5 8 ,6 1 ,6 5 ,6 8 ,
69, and 70
14
Recruitment and 
Financial Aid
4 ,5 , 12, 17,43, and 48 6
Registration
Effectiveness
11,20, *27,34, and 50 5
Safety, Security, 
and Parking
*7,21?, 28?, and 36 4?
Service Excellence *2, *13, 15, *22, *27, *57, *60, and *71 8
Student 
Centeredness 
Not Categorized
*1,*2, *10, *29, *45, and *59 
35,72
6
Note. The items with asterisks in the table above represent items that are loaded onto 
multiple summated scales. Also, safety and security includes items that address 
parking issues as noted with the  ̂symbol.
 ̂Safety, security and parking includes two items that address parking issues.
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Table 10 Independent Variable Characteristics
Independent Variables Type Example Values
Gender (from institutional 
student records)
Ethnicity (from survey 
response)
Student Standing (from 
institutional student 
records)
Current Class Load (from 
survey response)
Cumulative Spring 2002 
GPA (from institutional 
student records)
Educational Goal (from 
survey response)
Employment Status (from 
survey response)
Current Residence (from 
survey response)
Residential Classification 
(from institutional student 
records)
Physical Disability
Nominal (Categorical) 
Nominal (Categorical) 
Ordinal (Categorical)
Nominal (Categorical) 
Ratio (Continuous)
Ordinal (Categorical)
Nominal (Categorical)
Nominal (Categorical) 
Nominal (Categorical)
Nominal (Categorical)
0 (Male) and 1 (Female)
1 (African American), 2 
(American Indian), etc.
I (Non-admitted 
Undergraduate), 2 
(Freshmen), 3 (Sophomore), 
4 (Junior), etc.
1 (Full-time) and 2 (Part- 
time)
2.000, 2.345, etc.
1 (Associates Degree), 2 
(Bachelor’s Degree), 3 
(Master’s Degree), etc.
1 (Full-time off campus), 
2(Part-time off campus), 3 
(Full-time on campus), etc.
1 (Residence hall), 2 
(Fratemity/Soroity), etc.
1 (In-state), 2 (out-of-state), 
and 3 (international, not 
U.S. citizen)
0 (No) and I (Yes)
Table continued on next page
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Independent Variables Type Example Values
Choice of Institution When 
Entering (from survey 
response)
Ordinal (Categorical) 1 (L ‘ Choice), 2 (2"" 
Choice), and 3 (3^ Choice)
Age Range (from survey 
response)
Ordinal (Categorical) 1 (18 and under), 2 (19 to 
24), 3 (25 to 34), 4 (35 to 
44), and 5 (45 and over)
Return Fall 2002 (from 
institutional student 
records)
Nominal (Categorical) 1 (Did not return), 2 
(Returned), and 3 
(Graduated either May 2002 
or Summer 2002)
College Code (from 
institutional student 
records)
Nominal (Categorical) 1 (Business), etc.
regression (probit and logistic regression present very similar results) because logistic 
regression uses odds ratios, which are easier and more direct to interpret (Long, 1997). 
Univariate statistics for each o f the dependent variables were also calculated and 
analyzed. The output and data analysis for this paper was generated using Stata software. 
Version 7 (StataCorp, 2001).
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
This chapter addresses the findings o f the study. The chapter is divided into eight 
sections: Introduction, Review of Regression Equations, Dependent Variable Descriptive 
Statistics, Research Question 1 Results; Research Question 2 Results, Research Question 
3 Results, Research Question 4 Results, and Conclusion.
Introduction
The purpose o f the study was to examine the relationship between student ratings of 
importance and student satisfaction with elements o f the university environment and 
student characteristics as measured by the Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory for 
a sample o f 1,208 o f students at the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas in the Spring 2002. 
The following research questions were addressed in order to determine the nature o f the 
relationship stated above:
• Do differences in student standing relate to different ratings o f importance and 
levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
• Do differences in ethnicity relate to different ratings o f importance and levels 
o f satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
• Do differences in gender relate to different ratings o f importance and levels o f 
satisfaction with elements o f the university environment?
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• What are the significant differences in other student characteristics relative to 
different ratings o f importance and levels o f satisfaction with elements o f the 
university environment?
Review of Regression Equations 
The analysis conducted to address each of the research questions posed in this 
study utilized a set o f multinomial logistic regressions. The multinomial logistic 
regression procedure was used because the majority o f the models used in this study did 
not pass the parallel odds assumption. The dependent variables are the importance, 
satisfaction, and difference between importance and satisfaction for each o f the scales 
identified in Table 44 at the Appendix. The multinomial regression equations for each 
dependent variable had the same set o f independent variables as identified in Table 45 at 
the Appendix on page 107. This resulted in a set o f 33 multinomial logistic regression 
equations. The listing of the significance for every dependent variable coefficient for 
each of the 33 multinomial logistic regressions equations is presented at the Appendix in 
Table 46 through Table 78.
Dependent Variable Descriptive Statistics 
Table 11 below presents the ranking for each of the importance dependent variables 
utilized in the study. The number o f observations, the mean importance score, standard 
deviation, minimum, and maximum score is shown for each dependent variable. The 
variables are sorted by the means with instructional effectiveness having the highest 
mean and campus life having the lowest mean.
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Table 11 Descriptive Statistics for Importance Ratings in Ranked Order
Ranked Importance Rating Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
1 - Instructional Effectiveness 6.281359 .7281374 2 7
2 - Academic Advising 6.223868 .8626039 2 7
3 -  Safety, Security, and Parking 6.195993 .8387423 3 7
4 - Registration Effectiveness 6.078397 .8069793 3 7
5 - Student Centeredness 5.890244 .9281844 1 7
6 - Campus Support Services 5.888502 .875775 2 7
7 - Campus Climate 5.885889 .8465796 2 7
8 - Service Excellence 5.841463 .8543169 2 7
9 - Concern for the Individual 5.839721 .8570487 1 7
10 - Recruiting and Financial Aid 5.787456 .9891034 2 7
11 - Campus Life 5.082753 1.007876 1 7
Table 12 below presents similar information as the table above, but for the 
satisfaction dependent variables. Campus support services are the area that students are 
most satisfied with while safety, security, and parking is the area for which students are 
least satisfied.
Table 13 below presents the combined information from the two tables above. The 
last two columns o f this table present the difference between the means and the difference 
between the rankings. All o f the mean difference scores are positive with importance 
exceeding satisfaction in every case. A negative score in the ranking difference column
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Table 12 Descriptive Statistics for Satisfaction Ratings in Ranked Order
Ranked Satisfaction Rating Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
1 - Campus Support Services 5.055749 .9514968 1 7
2 - Instructional Effectiveness 5.054007 1.032451 1 7
3 - Academic Advising 4.750871 1.372526 1 7
4 - Student Centeredness 4.694251 1.164605 1 7
5 - Registration Effectiveness 4.666376 1.168171 1 7
6 - Campus Climate 4.646341 1.050767 1 7
7 - Service Excellence 4.55662 1.020846 1 7
8 - Concern for the Individual 4.546167 1.05331 1 7
9 - Campus Life 4.466028 .8576417 1 7
10 - Recruiting and Financial Aid 4.457317 1.085254 1 7
11 -  Safety, Security, and Parking 4.328397 1.107632 1 7
indicates that the importance ranking exceeds the satisfaction ranking while a positive 
score means that the satisfaction ranking exceeds the importance ranking. The final two 
columns in this table provide a general indication o f magnitude o f the difference between 
the level o f importance that students place on this variable and the relative satisfaction 
they have with this service. Large differences indicate areas that should be examined 
further.
The area o f greatest difference is safety, security, and parking with the importance 
ranking exceeding the satisfaction ranking by eight places. Safety, security, and parking
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Table 13 Comparison o f  Importance and Satisfaction Rankings
Variable
Importance Satisfection
Mean
Difference
Ranking
Difference
Mean
Rating Ranking
Mean
Rating Ranking
Academic Advising 6.224 2 4.751 3 1.473 -1
Campus Climate 5.886 7 4.646 6 1.240 1
Campus Life 5.083 II 4.466 9 0.617 2
Campus Support Services 5.889 6 5.056 1 0.833 5
Concern for the Individual 5.840 9 4.546 8 1.294 1
Instructional Effectiveness 6.281 I 5.054 2 1.227 -1
Recruiting and Financial Aid 5.787 10 4.457 10 1.330 0
Registration Effectiveness 6.078 4 4.666 5 1.412 -1
Safety, Security, and Parking 6.196 3 4.328 11 1.868 -8
Service Excellence 5.841 8 4.557 7 1.285 1
Student Centeredness 5 890 5 4.694 4 1.196 1
have the largest mean difference between importance and satisfaction. The area with the 
smallest difference in the means is campus life with a mean difference score o f 0.617.
Research Question 1 Findings 
Figure 1 below shows the dependent variables for which student standing is 
significant and the level o f significance when controlling for all other independent
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Figure 1 Dependent Variable Significance Levels for Student Standing
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variables. An analysis for each independent variable where there is a level of 
significance o f at least p < .10 follows Figure 1. This analysis includes a table o f the 
predicted probabilities for undergraduate student standing for each significant outcome. 
Effect o f  Standing on Importance ofAcademic Advising
Table 14 below presents the predicted probabilities from the multinomial logistic 
regression equation (Model 1-1 in Appendix) for how freshmen rated the importance o f 
Academic Advising. The likelihood that an undergraduate would rate the importance of 
academic advising as at least neutal or above is extremely high. The importance of 
academic advising, when combining the important and very important categories below, 
increases as the student standing increases.
Table 14 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on the Importance o f Academic 
Advising
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not important at all (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not very important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0031 0.0028 0.0019 0.0013
Somewhat Important (5) 0.1309 0.I57I 0.0929 0.0700
Important (6) 0.2857 0.4030 0.4340 0.4722
Very Important (7) 0.5803 0.4371 0.4712 0.4564
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Effect o f  Standing on Academic Advising Difference Score
Table 15 below presents a table of the predicted probabilities for the effect o f student 
standing on the difference between the importance and satisfaction ratings for academic 
advising (Model 1-3 in Appendix). The original scales are ordered categorical scales, 
which mean that a rating o f 6 is greater than 3, but not necessarily twice as great since the 
scale is not a ratio scale. That means that the interpretation of these differences must be 
made carefully. The temptation to conclude that a difference score o f 2 is twice the 
amount as a difference score o f 1 must be avoided. This also means that comparisons 
between these difference scores between different scales are problematic as well. Even 
though the difference score cannot be interpreted as a ratio scale variable, it can still 
provide a general sense o f distance with a difference score of three being more significant 
than a difference score o f one.
This table indicates that as the student standing increases, the difference score 
increases as well. This means that the difference between the importance and satisfaction 
rating increases as the student standing increases. This is most likely attributable to an 
increasing level o f importance relative to a relatively constant level o f satisfaction. The 
analysis above on the importance o f academic advising indicates that the level of 
importance increases as the standing increases. The effect of student standing is not 
significant with respect to the satisfaction with academic advising, which can be 
interpreted to mean that there is no significant difference in the satisfaction levels based 
on student standing. Therefore, the significance o f the difference scores is most likely 
based on the level o f significance of the importance o f academic advising ratings.
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Table 15 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on Academic Advising 
Difference Scores
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
-1 (Satisfaction Exceeds 
Importance by 1)
0.0007 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004
0 (Importance and Satisfaction 
are Equal)
0.3009 0.3399 0.2746 0.2779
1 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 1)
0.4270 0.3963 0.4307 0.3886
2 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 2)
0.2143 0.1795 0.1904 0.2029
3 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 3)
0.0464 0.0776 0.0983 0.1198
4 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 4)
0.0107 0.0064 0.0058 0.0103
5 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 5)
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 6)
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Effect o f  Standing on Campus Climate Satisfaction Rating
Table 16 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f student standing 
on the satisfaction with the campus climate (Model 2-2 in Appendix). This table 
indicates that the satisfaction with the campus climate decreases as student standing 
increases. This can be seen by observing the increasing predicted probability o f the 
somewhat dissatisfied outcome and the corresponding decreases in the somewhat 
satisfied and satisfied outcome rows.
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Table 16 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on the Satisfaction with Campus 
Climate
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0250 0.0310 0.1027 0.1517
Neutral (4) 0.3624 0.2618 0.3292 0.3216
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4441 0.5358 0.4074 0.4022
Satisfied (6) 0.1684 0.1714 0.1607 0.1244
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Effect o f  Standing on Campus Life Satisfaction Rating
Table 17 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f student standing 
on the satisfaction with campus life when controlling for all other independent variables 
(Model 3-2 at Appendix). The table indicates that the level o f satisfaction decreases as 
the standing increases. An interesting observation from the table below is the increase in 
the level o f satisfaction from freshman to sophomore followed by a decrease from 
sophomore to junior and a continuing decrease from junior to senior.
Effect o f  Standing on Campus Support Services Importance Rating
Table 18 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f student standing 
on the importance o f campus support services when controlling for all other independent 
variables (Model 4-1 at Appendix). The table indicates that as student standing increases
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Table 17 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on Satisfaction with Campus 
Life
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0109 0.0125 0.0333 0.0459
Neutral (4) 0.5524 0.4023 0.5384 0.5750
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4039 0.5338 0.3849 0.3223
Satisfied (6) (L0328 0.0514 0.0434 0.0567
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
the importance o f campus support services increases. The importance increases from 
freshman to sophomore to junior with a slight decrease from junior to senior. The 
importance level for senior is still greater than that for freshman or sophomores.
Effect o f  Standing on Concern for the Individual Difference Score
Table 19 below shows the predicted probabilities for difference scores between the 
importance and satisfaction ratings with concem for the individual when controlling for 
all o f the other independent variables (Model 5-3 at Appendix). This table indicates that 
the probability o f having a higher difference score increases as the standing increases. 
The level o f importance for concem for the individual remains constant for each level of 
student standing, but the satisfaction levels with concem for the individual decreases 
slightly. Neither o f these relationships is significant on their own. When the two are 
combined in the form of the difference scores, it becomes significant for this variable.
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Table 18 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on the Importance o f Campus 
Support Services
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not important at all (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not very important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0028 0.0036 0.0013 0.0015
Somewhat Important (5) 0.2625 &2231 0.2560 0.2944
Important (6) 0.3862 0.4346 0.4995 0.4548
Very Important (7) 0.3486 0.3387 0.2432 0.2494
Table 19 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f  Standing on the Concern for the 
Individual Difference Score
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
-I (Satisfaction Exceeds 
Importance by 1) 0.0075 0.0070 0.0034 0.0064
0 (Importance and 
Satisfaction are Equal) 0.2946 0.2874 0 2616 0.2399
1 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 1) 0.4340 0.4375 0.4079 0.4568
2 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 2) 0.2060 (12191 (12930 0.2554
3 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 3) 0.0576 0.0481 0.0325 0.0394
4 (Importance Exceeds 
Satisfaction by 4) 0.0003 0.0009 0.0016 0.0020
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Effect o f  Standing on Registration Effectiveness Satisfaction Rating
Table 20 below presents the predicted probabilities o f the effect o f student standing 
on the satisfaction with registration effectiveness when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 8-2 at Appendix). This table indicates that the satisfaction 
with registration effectiveness decreases as student standing increases. The change from 
junior to senior is not as significant as the change from freshman to sophomore or the 
change from sophomore to junior.
Table 20 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on the Satisfaction with 
Registration Effectiveness
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0474 0.0888 0.1251 0.1207
Neutral (4) 0.2881 0.2463 0.3288 0.3128
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4185 0.4177 0.3560 0.4110
Satisfied (6) 0.2443 0.2470 0.1893 0.1548
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0015 0.0002 0.0006 0.0006
Effect o f  Standing on Safety, Security, and Parking Satisfaction Rating
Table 21 below presents the predicted probabilities o f the effect o f standing on 
satisfaction with safety, security, and parking when controlling for all o f the other
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independent variables (Model 9-2 at Appendix). This table illustrates that the likelihood 
of a decrease in the level o f satisfaction decreases as standing increases. Like the campus 
life satisfaction ratings above, another interesting observation is the increase in the level 
of satisfaction from freshman to sophomore followed by a decrease from sophomore to 
junior and a continuing slight decrease from junior to senior.
Table 21 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on the Satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.1370 0.1125 0.1677 0.2051
Neutral (4) 0.4303 0 3698 0.4255 0.4038
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.3368 0.3370 0.3095 0.2805
Satisfied (6) 0.0959 0.1807 0.0973 0.1106
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Effect o f  Standing on Service Excellence Satisfaction Rating
Table 22 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f standing on the 
satisfaction ratings with service and excellence when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 10-2 at Appendix). This table shows that the satisfaction 
with service excellence decreases as standing increases. The change from freshman to
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sophomore and from sophomore to senior are approximately equal in magnitude with the 
change from junior to senior having little impact.
Table 22 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Standing on the Satisfaction with Service 
Excellence
Outcome Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0358 0.0608 0.0686 0.0916
Neutral (4) 0.3869 0.3374 0.4220 0.4160
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4848 0.4376 0.3885 0.3925
Satisfied (6) 0.0925 0.1642 0.1208 0.0998
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Research Question 1 Summary
There are nine significant relationships with the effect of student standing. Two of 
these nine relationships are for importance variables, five are for levels o f satisfaction, 
and two o f them are for difference scores. The two importance rating analyses are for the 
importance o f academic advising and the importance o f campus support services. Both 
o f these analyses indicate that there is a positive relationship between increases in student 
standing and importance ratings. The five satisfaction rating analyses are satisfaction 
with campus climate, campus life, registration effectiveness, safety, security, and parking.
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and service excellence. All five o f these analyses indicate that there is a negative 
relationship between increases in student standing and the level o f satisfaction. The two 
difference score analyses are for the difference between importance and satisfaction for 
academic advising and concern for the individual. Both o f these analyses indicate that 
there is a positive relationship between increases in the level o f student standing and the 
size o f the difference score.
Research Question 2 Findings 
Figure 2 below shows the dependent variables for which ethnicity is significant 
when controlling for all other independent variables. An analysis for student ethnicity 
based on each of the dependent variables for which there is a level o f significance o f at 
least p < .10 is presented following Figure 2. Each analysis includes a table o f the 
predicted probabilities for the different ethnicity categories for each outcome. Odds ratio 
plots are not presented for this section.
Effect o f Ethnicity on Campus Support Services Importance Rating
Table 23 below presents the predicted probabilities o f the effect o f ethnicity on the 
importance o f campus support services when controlling for all o f the other independent 
variables (Model 4-1 at Appendix). This table shows that the importance o f campus 
support services, in general, is more important for non-Caucasians than it is for 
Caucasians. African American students rate the importance o f campus support services 
as most important, with Hispanic students next, followed by Asian students. It is 
interesting that the difference between American Indian and Caucasian is slight.
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Figure 2 Dependent Variable Significance Levels for Ethnicity
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Table 23 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Ethnicity on the Importance o f Campus 
Support Services
Outcome Caucasian
African
American
American
Indian Asian Hispanic
Not important at all (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not very important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0021 0.0039 0.0000 0.0027 0.0037
Somewhat Important (5) 0.3018 0.1673 0.3391 0.2465 0.2112
Important (6) 0.4586 0.4014 0.4025 0.4245 0.4070
Very Important (7) 0.2374 0.4274 0.2584 0.3263 0.3781
Ejfect o f  Ethnicity on Instructional Effectiveness Importance Ratings
Table 24 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f ethnicity on the 
importance o f instructional effectiveness when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 6-1 at Appendix). The table shows that the importance 
level for students o f color for instructional effectiveness is likely to be more important 
than it is for Caucasian students in general. The exception to this is the response from 
American Indians who rate the importance o f instructional effectiveness as less than that 
of Caucasians. African Americans record the highest rating of importance for 
instructional effectiveness followed by Asians and Hispanic students.
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Table 24 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Ethnicity on the Importance of 
Instructional Effectiveness
Outcome Caucasian
African
American
American
Indian Asian Hispanic
Not Important At All (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Important (5) 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006
Important (6) 0.5474 0.4711 0.6742 0.4854 0.5136
Very Important (7) 0.4523 0 5286 0.3254 0.5140 0.4858
Effect o f  Ethnicity on Instructional Effectiveness Satisfaction Rating
Table 25 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f ethnicity on the 
satisfaction with instructional effectiveness when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 6-2 at Appendix). This table indicates, by looking across 
the neutral rating row, that students o f color have lower levels o f satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness than Caucasian students do. It is interesting to note that the 
predicted probabilities indicate that students are more likely to have satisfaction levels as 
at least neutral. American Indians would have the lowest levels o f satisfaction, followed 
by Asian, African American, Hispanic, and then Caucasian.
Effect o f  Ethnicity on Service Excellence Satisfaction Rating
Table 26 below presents the predicted probabilities o f the effect o f ethnicity on 
satisfaction with service excellence when controlling for all o f the other independent
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Table 25 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Ethnicity on Satisfaction with 
Instructional Effectiveness
Outcome Caucasian
African
American
American
Indian Asian Hispanic
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.1664 0.2559 0.4702 0.2744 0.1783
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4906 0.3774 0.2341 0.4544 0.5526
Satisfied (6) 0.3326 0.3625 0.2955 0.2491 0.2399
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0104 0.0042 0.0000 0.0220 0 0292
variables (Model 10-2 at Appendix). This table presents some interesting observations. 
The most significant finding is that American Indian students have a predicted probability 
o f over 71% of being dissatisfied with service excellence. Asian students also would be 
less satisfied than Caucasians. Both Hispanic and African American students appear to 
be more satisfied than Caucasians. The level o f dissatisfaction of American Indians is 
enough to make this category significant, but otherwise a clear pattern does not exist. 
Effect o f  Ethnicity on Student Centeredness Importance Rating
Table 27 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f ethnicity on the 
importance o f student centeredness when controlling for all o f the other independent 
variables (Model 11-1 at Appendix). This table shows that the likelihood that students of
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Table 26 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Ethnicity on Satisfaction with 
Service Excellence
Outcome Caucasian
African
American
American
Indian Asian Hispanic
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0759 0.0430 0.7121 0.0540 0.0865
Neutral (4) 0.3955 0.2916 0.1009 0.4566 0.3505
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4207 0.5050 0.1426 0.3786 0.4348
Satisfied (6) 0.1079 0.1604 0.0443 0.1107 0.1281
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001
color will rate the importance o f student centeredness higher is greater than it is for 
Caucasian students. American Indians are more likely to rate student centeredness as 
being more important followed by Hispanic students and then by Asian students, African 
American students, and finally by Caucasian students. Like the other importance scales, 
all categories are more likely to rate student centeredness as being important.
Effect o f  Ethnicity on Student Centeredness Satisfaction Rating
Table 28 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f ethnicity on 
satisfaction with student centeredness when controlling for all o f the other independent 
variables (Model 11-2 at Appendix). This table shows, by looking across the neutral (4) 
row, that students o f color are less likely to be satisfied than Caucasian students.
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Table 27 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Ethnicity on the Importance 
o f Student Centeredness
Outcome Caucasian
African
American
American
Indian Asian Hispanic
Not Important At All (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0053 0.0127 0.0164 0.0142 0.0123
Somewhat Important (5) 0.2362 0.1044 0.2580 0.2558 0.2533
Important (6) 0.4901 0.6008 0.3186 0.4387 0.4017
Very Important (7) 0.2684 0.2821 0.4069 0.2913 0.3327
American Indian students appear to have the lowest levels of satisfaction, followed by 
Hispanic students then by Asian students and African American students.
Research Question 2 Summary
There are six dependent variables where significant relationships are demonstrated 
with the effect o f ethnicity. Three o f these six analyses are for an importance variable, 
three are for levels o f satisfaction, and none o f them is for difference scores. The three 
importance rating analyses are for the importance of campus support services, 
instructional effectiveness, and student centeredness. All three o f these analyses indicate 
that there is a positive relationship between being a student of color and importance 
ratings. The three satisfaction rating analyses are satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness, service excellence, and student centeredness. Two o f the three, 
instructional effectiveness and student centeredness, indicate that there is a negative
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Table 28 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Ethnicity on Satisfaction with Student 
Centeredness
Outcome Caucasian
African
American
American
Indian Asian Hispanic
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0558 0.0357 0.0000 0.0561 0.0313
Neutral (4) 0.3025 0.3813 0.4796 0.3672 0.4257
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4159 0.3303 0.4251 0.3861 0.4064
Satisfied (6) 0.2215 0.2466 0.0953 0.1855 0.1252
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0042 0.0061 0.0000 0.0052 0.0115
relationship between being a student o f color and the level of satisfaction. The other 
satisfaction rating, service excellence, does not show a clear pattern based on students of 
color versus Caucasians.
Research Question 3 Findings 
Figure 3 below shows the dependent variables for which gender is significant and 
the level o f significance when controlling for all other independent variables. An 
analysis for student gender based on each o f the dependent variables for which there is a 
level o f significance o f at least p < . 10 follows Figure 3. This analysis includes a table of 
the predicted probabilities for the different gender categories with the differences 
between them for each outcome. The difference scores are the predicted probability o f
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males subtracted from that o f females. Difference scores are presented for this effect 
because there are only two categories.
Effect o f  Gender on Academic Advising Difference Score
Table 29 below presents the predicted probabilities o f the effect o f gender on the 
academic advising difference score between the importance and satisfaction ratings when 
controlling for all o f the other independent variables (Model 1-3 at Appendix). This table 
indicates that the probability o f having a higher difference score increases for females.
Table 29 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Academic Advising Difference 
Scores
Outcome Female Male Difference
-1 (Satisfaction Exceeds Importance by I) 0.0003 0.0007 -0.0004
0 (Importance and Satisfaction are Equal) 0.2759 0.3177 -0.0417
1 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by I) 0.3882 0.4353 -0.0471
2 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 2) 0.2308 0.1605 0.0702
3 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 3) 0.0959 0.0777 0.0182
4 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 4) 0.0089 0.0081 0.0008
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Figure 3 Dependent Variable Significance Levels for Gender
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Table 30 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Campus Life Satisfaction 
Rating
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0259 0.0261 -0.0002
Neutral (4) 0.5115 0.5787 -0.0673
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.4174 0.3433 0.0742
Satisfied (6) 0.0452 0.0519 -0.0067
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Effect o f  Gender on Campus Life Satisfaction Rating
Table 30 above presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
satisfaction with campus life when controlling for all o f the other independent variables 
(Model 2-2 at Appendix). The table shows that females tend to be more satisfied with 
campus life (combined score for category 5 and 6 is .4626) when compared to males 
(combined score for category 5 and 6 is .3952).
Effect o f  Gender on Campus Support Services Importance Rating
Table 31 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
importance o f campus support services when controlling for all o f the other independent 
variables (Model 4-1 at Appendix). This table shows that females are more likely to view 
campus support services as more important than males do.
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Effect o f  Gender on Campus Support Services Difference Scores
Table 32 below presents the predicted probabilities o f the effect o f gender on the 
campus support services difference score between the importance and satisfaction ratings 
when controlling for all o f the other independent variables (Model 4-3 at Appendix).
This table indicates that the probability o f having a higher difference score increases for 
females.
Table 31 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Campus Support Services 
Importance Rating
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not important at all (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not very important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0018 0.0020 -0.0002
Somewhat Important (5) 0.2384 0.3166 -0.0782
Important (6) 0.4545 0.4324 0.0222
Very Important (7) 0.3053 0.2490 0.0562
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Table 32 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f  Gender on Campus Support Services
Difference Scores
Outcome Female Male Difference
-1 (Satisfaction Exceeds Importance by 1) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0000
0 (Importance and Satisfaction are Equal) 0.3791 0.4794 -0.1003
1 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 1) 0.4364 0.3695 0.0669
2 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 2) 0.1474 0.1192 0.0282
3 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 3) 0.0370 0.0317 0.0054
4 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 4) 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000
Effect o f  Gender on Concern for the Individual Importance Ratings
Table 33 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
importance ratings for concern for the individual when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 5-1 at Appendix). This table shows that females are more 
likely to think that concern for the individual is more important than males.
Effect o f  Gender on Instructional Effectiveness Importance Scores
Table 34 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
importance o f instructional effectiveness when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 6-1 at Appendix). This table shows that females are more 
likely to rate instructional effectiveness as more important than males do. It is interesting 
to note that both genders rate this as at least important or above, but females are more 
likely to rate it as being more important than males.
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Table 33 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f  Gender on Concern for the Individual
Importance Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Important At All (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0032 0.0041 -0.0009
Somewhat Important (5) 0.2126 0.2823 -0.0697
Important (6) 0.5619 0.5053 0.0566
Very Important (7) (12223 0.2083 0.0140
Table 34 Predicted Probabilities for the Effect o f Gender on Instructional Effectiveness 
Importance Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Important At All (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000
Somewhat Important (5) 0.0003 0.0004 -0.0001
Important (6) 0.4786 0.5684 -0.0898
Very Important (7) 0.5210 0.4312 0.0899
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Effect o f  Gender on Recruiting and Financial Aid Importance Ratings
Table 35 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
importance of recruiting and financial aid when controlling for all of the other 
independent variables (Model 7-1 at Appendix). This table shows that females are more 
likely to view this as more important relative to males.
Table 35 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Recruiting and Financial Aid 
Importance Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Important At All (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0I9I 0.0277 -0.0086
Somewhat Important (5) 0.2553 0.3484 -0.0931
Important (6) 0.4206 0 3638 0.0568
Very Important (7) 0.3050 0.2601 0.0449
Effect o f Gender on Recruiting and Financial Aid Difference Scores
Table 36 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
difference between the importance o f and satisfaction with recruiting and financial aid 
when controlling for all o f the other independent variables (Model 7-3 at Appendix). 
This table shows that females are more likely to have a higher difference score.
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Effect o f  Gender on Registration Effectiveness Importance Ratings
Table 37 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
importance o f registration effectiveness when controlling for all o f the other independent 
variables (Model 8-1 at Appendix). This table shows that females are more likely to view 
this as more important than males.
Table 36 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Recruiting and Financial Aid 
Difference Scores
Outcome Female Male Difference
-1 (Satisfaction Exceeds Importance by I) 0.0056 0.0127 -0.0071
0 (Importance and Satisfaction are Equal) 0.2602 0.3150 -0.0548
1 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 1) 0.4510 0.4458 0.0051
2 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 2) 0.1772 0.1436 0.0335
3 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 3) 0.1057 0.0826 0.0231
4 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 4) 0.0004 0.0003 0.0001
Effect o f Gender on Safety, Security, and Parking Importance Ratings
Table 38 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
importance o f safety, security, and parking when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables (Model 9-1 at Appendix). This table shows that females are more 
likely to view safety, security, and parking as more important than males.
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Table 37 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f  Gender on Registration Effectiveness
Importance Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Important At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0016 0.0006 0.0010
Somewhat Important (5) 0.1131 0.1918 -0.0787
Important (6) 0.4847 0.4961 -0.0114
Very Important (7) 0.4006 0.3116 0.0890
Table 38 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Safety, Security, and Parking 
Importance Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Important At All (I) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Important (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Unimportant (3) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Neutral (4) 0.0014 0.0022 -0.0008
Somewhat Important (5) 0.0737 0.2197 -0.1459
Important (6) 0.4273 0.4251 0.0022
Very Important (7) 0.4976 0.3531 0.1445
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Effect o f  Gender on Safety, Security, and Parking Satisfaction Ratings
Table 39 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
satisfaction with safety, security, and parking when controlling for all of the other 
independent variables (Model 9-2 at Appendix). This table shows that men are more 
likely to be satisfied with safety, security, and parking than females.
Table 39 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Safety, Security, and Parking 
Satisfaction Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.1949 0.1283 0.0666
Neutral (4) 0.4076 0.4111 -0.0036
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.2959 0.3256 -0.0296
Satisfied (6) 0.1016 0.1350 -0.0334
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Effect o f  Gender on Safety, Security, and Parking Difference Scores
Table 40 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
difference between the importance and satisfaction with safety and security when 
controlling for all o f the other independent variables (Model 9-3 at Appendix). This table 
shows that females are more likely to have a higher difference score than males do.
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Table 40 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f  Gender on Safety, Security, and Parking
Difference Scores
Outcome Female Male Difference
-1 (Satisfaction Exceeds Importance by 1) 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001
0 (Importance and Satisfaction are Equal) 0.0567 0.1418 -0.0851
1 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by I) 0.2750 0.3385 -0.0635
2 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 2) 0.3031 0.3030 0.0001
3 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 3) 0.2841 0.1702 0.1138
4 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 4) 0.0811 0.0464 0.0347
Table 41 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect of gender on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with service excellence when controlling 
for all o f the other independent variables (Model 10-3 at Appendix). This table shows 
that generally females are more likely to have a higher difference score than males 
although males are slightly more likely to have a difference score o f three.
Effect o f  Gender on Student Centeredness Satisfaction Ratings
Table 42 below presents the predicted probabilities for the effect o f gender on the 
satisfaction with student centeredness when controlling for all other independent 
variables (Model 11-2 at Appendix). This table shows that females are slightly more 
likely to have a higher level o f satisfaction than males.
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Table 41 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Service Excellence Difference 
Scores
Outcome Current Saved Difference
-1 (Satisfaction Exceeds Importance by 1) 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0000
0 (Importance and Satisfaction are Equal) 0.2201 0 2932 -0.0731
1 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by I) 0.4080 0.4188 -0.0108
2 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 2) 0.2963 0.2079 0.0884
3 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 3) 0.0755 0.0800 -0.0044
4 (Importance Exceeds Satisfaction by 4) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Table 42 Predicted Probabilities for Effect o f Gender on Student Centeredness 
Satisfaction Ratings
Outcome Female Male Difference
Not Satisfied At All (1) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Not Very Satisfied (2) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Somewhat Dissatisfied (3) 0.0418 0.0272 0.0147
Neutral (4) 0J333 &3382 -0.0049
Somewhat Satisfied (5) 0.3991 0.4497 -0.0507
Satisfied (6) 0 2226 0.1803 0.0423
Very Satisfied (7) 0.0031 0.0046 -0.0015
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Research Question 3 Summary
Fourteen dependent variables have significant relationships with the effect o f gender. 
Six of these fourteen are for an importance variable, three are for levels o f satisfaction, 
and five o f them are for difference scores. The six importance rating analyses are for the 
importance o f campus support services, concern for the individual, instructional 
effectiveness, recruiting and financial aid, registration effectiveness, and safety, security, 
and parking. All o f these analyses indicate that there is a positive relationship between 
females and importance ratings. The three satisfaction rating analyses are satisfaction 
with campus life, safety, security, and parking, and student centeredness. Two o f the 
three o f these analyses indicate that there is a positive relationship between females and 
the level o f satisfaction. The exception to this is safety, security, and parking where 
males are more likely to be satisfied than females. The five difference score analyses are 
for the difference between importance and satisfaction for academic advising, campus 
support services, recruiting and financial aid, safety, security, and parking, and service 
excellence. All five o f these analyses indicate that there is a positive relationship 
between being a female and the size o f the difference score.
Research Question 4 Findings 
The purpose o f this research question was to determine which of the other 
independent variables is significant. Table 43 below presents a summary of which 
independent variables, when controlling for all the other independent variables, are 
significant and the level o f significance (.10 *, .05 **, or .01 *** levels).
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One o f the more important findings is that the student’s choice of the institution as 
either first, second, or third choice when entering was significant for each o f the 
satisfaction and difference dependent variables. For each of the satisfaction dependent 
variables the level o f satisfaction was greatest for those who had indicated that the 
institution attended was their first choice. The difference score for each of the 
appropriate difference dependent variables was greater as the choice changed from first to 
second to third.
The College in which the student’s major was identified was also significant for 15 of 
the 33 dependent variables, but there was not a clear pattern between the college and the 
dependent variables.
Finally, there were little or no significant relationships for three independent 
variables. These variables were age (no significant relationships), whether the student 
returned in Fall 2002 (only one significant relationship), and employment status (only 
two significant relationships).
Conclusion
Chapter 4 was arranged in eight sections. These sections included: Introduction, 
Review of Regression Equations, Dependent Variable Descriptive Statistics, Research 
Question 1 Results, Research Question 2 Results, Research Question 3 Results, Research 
Question 4 Results, and Conclusion. All data were analyzed with a set o f 33 multinomial 
logistic regression equations. The dependent variables were a set o f importance, 
satisfaction, and difference between importance and satisfaction ratings covering the 
broad range of services provided to students. The independent variables were various
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student characteristics such as student standing, ethnicity, and gender. The analyses 
focused on four research questions: the effect o f student standing, the effect o f ethnicity, 
the effect o f gender, and a determination of which o f the other independent variables 
were significant for each o f the 33 dependent variables when controlling for all o f the 
other independent variables.
The descriptive statistical analysis o f the importance and satisfaction dependent 
variables provides some insights into the ranking that students place on the importance 
and/or satisfaction o f the services and elements o f the university environment. Table 13 
on page 55 presents a comparison o f the rankings o f importance versus satisfaction. 
Safety, security, and parking, academic advising, and registration effectiveness have the 
largest differences between the importance and satisfaction means.
For the multinominal logistic regression equations where standing was significant 
when controlling for all other independent variables, there was a positive relationship 
between levels o f importance and increasing levels o f student standing. The relationship 
was negative between the level o f satisfaction and the level o f student standing and 
positive for the difference scores where they were significant.
For the multinomial logistic regression equations where ethnicity was significant 
when controlling for all other independent variables, there was a positive relationship 
between being a student o f color and levels o f importance. For most equations, the level 
o f satisfaction was negatively related to being a student o f color and the difference scores 
were positively related.
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Dependent
Variables
Independent Variables
1  i  1
(0
1  :  1  
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O
I acadadv * * *
S acadadv * * * * * *
D acadadv * * * * * * * *
Icam pclim * * *
Scam pclim * * * * * * * * *
D campclim * * *
Icam plife
S cam plife * * *  * *  * * * *  * * * * * *
D camplife * * * * * * *
Icam pss * * * * * * * *
S cam pss 3)C * * * * *
D cam pss * * *
I conindv * * * * * *
S conindv * * * * * *
D conindv * * * * * * * * *
I insteff *  * * * * * *
S insteff % H® ^ * * * * * *
D insteff * * * * * *
I recfinaid *
S recfinaid * * * *
D recfinaid * * * * * *
I re g e ff * * * * *
S reg e ff * * * * * *
D re g e ff * * * * * *
I safesec * * *
S safesec *  * * * * * *
D safesec * * * * * * * *
I servexcl * * * *
S servexcl * * * * * *
D servexcl * * *
I studcent * * *
S studcent * * * * * *
D studcent * * *
Note: * - .10 significance level, ** - .05 significance level, *** - .01 significance level
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For the multinomial logistic regression equations where gender was significant when 
controlling for all other independent variables, there was a positive relationship between 
being a female and levels o f importance. The relationship was also positive for all but 
satisfaction with safety, security, and parking for both levels o f satisfaction and 
difference scores for being a female.
The other independent variables that were significant included whether the institution 
was the student’s first, second, or third choice when entering. This variable was 
significant for each o f the satisfaction and difference equations. Also significant was the 
college in which the student had a declared major, with fifteen o f the 33 equations 
showing a level o f significance o f less than .01. Finally, the variables that are notable by 
their lack o f significant relations include the student’s age (zero significant relationships), 
whether the student returned in Fall 2002 (one significant relationship), and the student’s 
employment status (two significant relationships).
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
The purpose o f this study was to examine the relationships between student 
characteristics and student importance ratings, student satisfaction ratings, and the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with the campus environment and 
services. These ratings were measured from a sample o f students at the University o f 
Nevada, Las Vegas during the Spring 2002 semester. Analysis o f these relationships 
could help to understand how to enhance the university environment and how to 
prioritize these enhancements. The objectives o f the study were:
• To determine if  there are differences in undergraduate student ratings of 
importance and satisfaction with the university environment as they progress 
through the university.
• To determine if different ethnic groups have different ratings o f importance 
and satisfaction with the university environment.
• To determine if  differences in gender relate to different ratings o f importance 
and satisfaction with the university environment.
• To determine if  there are other significant student characteristics that effect 
ratings o f importance and satisfaction with the university environment.
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Chapter 4 presents the results o f the statistical analysis to address the objectives o f the 
study stated above. Chapter 5 presents a review o f the methodology used in this study 
and then provides an interpretation o f the results and recommendations for further 
research.
Methodology
The survey that was administed to students was the Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction 
Inventory during the Spring 2002 Semester. A systematic sampling process was used to 
identify potential classes. The survey was administered in the identified classes where 
faculty agreed to provide the necessary class time. Once the data from this survey was 
combined with data from institutional sources, there were 1,208 subjects. The 1,208 
survey subjects were further reduced to 1,148 subjects once observations with missing 
values were removed. The survey consisted o f 73 items, each o f which was rated by the 
student on a seven-point Likert scale for importance and for satisfaction. These 73 items 
were reduced to eleven scales that had been identified by the survey authors. These 
scales were utilized as the dependent variables in the study with each scale having three 
measurements; importance, satisfaction, and the difference score between importance and 
satisfaction. The independent variables utilized in the study came from some of the 
demographic questions asked of students on the survey and some student characteristics 
derived from institutional data sources.
The statistical procedures that had been planned to be used initially were ordered 
logistic regression equations. Ordered logistic regression equations must meet a 
proportional odds assumption. The data described above did not meet the proportional
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odds assumption so a set o f multinomial logistic regression equations were fitted to the 
data. The multinomial logistic regression model relaxes the assumptions o f the ordered 
logistic regression model.
A set o f 33 multinomial logistic regressions were fitted, one for each o f the dependent 
variables. The results o f these procedures with levels o f significance and measurements 
o f fit are located at the Appendix. These results were then used to address the research 
questions posed in this study.
Summary o f Research Question Findings 
The first research question examined the effect o f student standing on each of the 
dependent variables when controlling for all o f the other independent variables. Figure 1 
on page 56 presents a visual summary o f which dependent variables had a significant 
effect on student standing and the level o f significance for each. O f the 33 dependent 
variables, nine were found to have been effected significantly by student standing. The 
two importance dependent variables, academic advising and campus support services, 
were found to have a positive relationship in that as the level o f undergraduate student 
standing increased the importance o f academic advising and campus support services 
increased as well. Five o f the nine relationships were for ratings o f satisfaction. The 
satisfaction dependent variables that were significantly affected by student standing were 
campus climate, campus life, registration effectiveness, safety, security, and parking, and 
service excellence. Each o f these five relationships was negative in that as student 
standing increased, the levels o f satisfaction decreased. The remaining two relationships 
were for difference scores, academic advising, and concern for the individual. Both of
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these relationships had a positive relationship in that as the level o f student standing 
increased, so did the difference between the importance and satisfaction score.
The second research question examined the relationship between ethnicity and each 
o f the dependent variables. Six o f the 33 relationships, visually summarized on page 67 
at Figure 2, showed a significant effect o f ethnicity when controlling for all o f the other 
independent variables. Three o f the six significant effects were importance variables: 
campus support services, instructional effectiveness, and student centeredness. These 
three importance relationships demonstrated an increased level o f importance for students 
o f color over Caucasian students. The other three relationships were for satisfaction 
scales: instructional effectiveness, service excellence, and student centeredness. Two o f 
the three, instructional effectiveness and student centeredness, demonstrated decreased 
levels o f satisfaction for students o f color. The other satisfaction scale did not show a 
significant pattern for all students o f color, but for American Indian and Asian students 
had significantly lower levels o f satisfaction than Caucasian students with African 
American and Hispanic students having higher levels o f satisfaction.
The third research question examined the relationship between gender and each of the 
33 dependent variables. Fourteen o f the 33 equations demonstrated a significant effect o f 
gender when controlling for all o f the other independent variables. These relationships 
are visually summarized in Figure 3 on page 75. Importance variables accounted for six 
o f the fourteen significant effects. The importance variables with significant effects were 
campus support services, concern for the individual, instructional effectiveness, recruiting 
and financial aid, registration effectiveness, and safety, security, and parking. These six 
relationships indicate that females find these variables more important than males. Three
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o f the relationships were for satisfaction levels. Two o f the three relationships (campus 
life and student centeredness) showed that females were more satisfied than males. The 
exception was safety, security, and parking where females were less satisfied than males. 
The six difference score relationships were academic advising, campus support services, 
recruiting and financial aid, safety, security, and parking, and service excellence. Each of 
these relationships demonstrated that females were more likely to have a higher 
difference score than males.
The final research question sought to determine which o f the other independent 
variables not addressed in research questions 1 through 3 had significant effects on the 33 
dependent variables (see Table 43 on page 89). Whether the institution was the first, 
second, or third choice when entering was the most significant effect observed. All o f the 
satisfaction and difference relationships (22 o f the 33) were significant at least at the .05 
level and most at the .01 level. The other independent variable that had a large number o f 
significant relationships was the collge in which the student had a declared major.
Fifteen o f the 33 relationships were significant in this area, although there was not a 
pattern that could be determined and reported based on the data from this study. The 
variables that had little or no significant relationships are just as interesting as the ones 
that do. These include the student’s age (zero significant relationships), whether the 
student returned the following Fall semester (one significant relationship), and the 
student’s employment status (two significant relationships).
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Significance o f the Study 
There is a need to make continuous improvements in the student learning experience. 
This is recognized by requirements established by all six regional accreditation 
associations. Students come to higher education with high expectations derived from 
services they receive from all types o f consumer and non-consumer activities. At the 
same time, students are less prepared academically to deal with the rigors o f the higher 
education curriculum. Higher educational organizations have also become progressively 
more complex and specialized. This complexity presents a maze through which students 
often require professional assistance to navigate. This puts pressure on institutions to 
devote more resources for assisting students at a time when public education is 
experiencing shrinking financial support from local, state, and federal sources. Student 
importance and satisfaction studies can help institutions understand student needs better 
and help to direct scarce resources to the areas where those resources will have the 
greatest impact.
Interpretation of Findings 
The principle aim o f this section is to provide an interpretation o f the findings 
presented in chapter 4 to help administrators and policy makers understand the questions 
from the student’s perspective. This section also seeks to help prioritize areas to be 
addressed within the context o f scarce institutional resources. Interpretations are 
presented under a sub-section for each research question. To provide a context for 
discussing the interpretation o f the findings for each o f these topics, a summary o f the 
charactertistics o f the University o f Nevada, Las Vegas is presented.
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The difference scores are complicated and difficult to interpret and any conclusions 
based on increases or decreases in difference scores would be questionable. The rating 
scales from which the difference score is constructed are ordered, categorical data. Since 
these scales are not ratio scales, the difference scales cannot be treated as ratio scales 
either. Frequently, a difference scale would be significant when the importance and 
satisfaction scale from which it was constructed was not. This further complicates the 
nature o f these data and the relationships presented. Therefore, only importance and 
satisfaction rating effects are interpreted in this section.
University Characteristics
The University o f Nevada, Las Vegas is one o f the fastest growing universities 
serving an urban population in the fastest growing metropolitan area in the United States. 
The Fall 2001 enrollment was in excess o f 23, 000 headcount students. The enrollment 
in Fall 1981 was 10,554 headcount students, which means that the institution has more 
than doubled in the last twenty years. The number o f new transfer students that enroll 
each fall semester exceeds the number o f new first-time freshmen, which means that a 
large number o f students at the upper undergraduate standing levels did not complete 
their initial coursework at UNLV. The university also serves a large number o f non- 
traditional commuter students with an average student age o f 27.2 years (UNLV Office of 
Institutional Analysis and Planning, 2001). Approximately 75% o f the students 
responding to the survey were employed, with approximately 63% of the students 
responding to the survey employed in off-campus jobs. In addition to that, Nevada ranks 
39* out o f the 50 states in the appropriation o f tax funds for the support o f operating 
expenses for public, higher education (Palmer & Gillilan, 2001). Limited resources and
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rapid growth have been definite hurdles in the development o f the scope and depth of 
services provided to students.
Interpretation o f Research Question 1 Findings
Research Question 1 sought to answer the question as to what the impact o f student 
standing was on the importance and satisfaction of academic advising, campus climate, 
campus life, campus support services, concern o f the institution for the individual, 
instructional effectiveness, recruitment and financial aid, registration effectiveness, 
safety, security, and parking, service excellence, and student centeredness.
As the level o f undergraduate student standing increased so did the likelihood that a 
student would would view academic advising and campus support services as more 
important. This is interesting as academic advising and campus support service resources 
are often emphazied for first year students with the thinking that upper level students 
have developed better relationships with faculty, understand the layout o f the campus, 
and are well along their way to completing their academic programs. They should not 
need as much help as a new student does. Students that participated in this survey were 
also more likely to be employed as their student standing increased and this may impact 
the importance that upper class students place on these areas. This may limit the amount 
o f time that these students have to spend on campus and make the time that they come to 
campus for these services more meaningful to them. Employment, especially off-campus 
employment, places additional pressure on the student to attempt to get the classes that fit 
their work schedules to complete their degree requirements. This may place additional 
pressure on academic advising and campus support services.
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The implication o f this finding is that a focus may also be needed for these services 
for upper level students. This most likely would require a significant resource adjustment 
or creative ways to get upper level students to be engaged in academic advising and 
campus support services.
As the level o f undergraduate standing increased, so did the likelihood that a student 
would be less satisfied with the campus climate, campus life, registration effectiveness, 
safety, security, and parking, and service excellence. The implication o f these findings 
are consistent with the interpretations o f the findings o f the importance ratings above. 
However, these results are different from what was expected. Astin (1993) stated that 
satisfaction is expected to increase as students complete additional years at a university. 
This is an area that may need some further research to determine the reasons for this 
difference.
Interpretation o f Research Question 2 Findings
Research question 2 looked at the relationship between ethnicity and ratings of 
importance and satisfaction with the dependent variables noted above. Students o f color 
were more likely to view campus support services, instructional effectiveness, and 
student centeredness as more important than Caucasian students. Students o f color were 
also more likely to be dissatisfied with instructional effectiveness and student 
centeredness. These ratings may be the result o f the lack o f resources. Frequently, 
colleges and universities provide additional and specialized resources for students o f  
color that allow their unique cultural and heritage backgrounds to be recognized and 
valued.
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Intepretation o f Research Question 3 Findings
Research question 3 addressed the relationship between gender and ratings of 
importance and satisfaction with the dependent variables noted above. Female students 
rated campus support services, concern o f the institution for the individual, instructional 
effectiveness, recruitment and financial aid, registration effectiveness, and safety, 
security, and parking as more likely to be important than for male students. Female 
students were more likely to be satisfied with campus life and student centeredness.
They were also less likely to be satisfied with safety, security, and parking. These 
findings are consistent with the findings o f  Umbach (2002) who stated that males and 
females have different types o f experiences, different priorities, and different degrees o f 
engagement, which contribute to different levels o f satisfaction.
Interpretation o f Research Question 4 Findings
The most significant independent variable influencing all satisfaction levels was 
whether UNLV was the student’s first, second, or third choice when they entered.
Students who indicated that UNLV was their first choice when entering were 
significantly more satisfied for every dependent variable than were those who indicated 
otherwise. Students who entered the institution with more positive impressions o f the 
university were more satisfied than students who were less positive when entering. The 
priority, methods, materials, and resources that an institution devotes to recruiting 
students may be one way that an institution can address this issue. These recruitment 
efforts may need to begin as early as junior or middle school and certainly throughout 
high school. Both students and parents should be the audience for these efforts. Parents 
play an important role in the perspective that students have of a college. An active
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presence on school campus not only by admissions recruiters, but by faculty as well may 
be able to play an important role in students making an institution their first choice for 
attending college. Faculty involvement can take the form of student advising as well as 
activities designed to help students gain a better understanding o f an academic discipline. 
This involvement can be done by either having faculty members attend activities at the 
middle or high school or by opening the campus to schools for field trips.
The next, most significant finding is the large difference between the importance 
rating o f safety, security, and parking with the satisfaction rating o f the same. Students 
rated safety, security, and parking as the third most important o f all the dependent 
variables and were least satisfied with it of any o f the scales (11* out o f 11 scales). This 
mostly relates to parking and lighting o f the parking lots. Parking and lighting issues are 
more likely to be important at a commuter campus. The level o f satisfaction with parking 
seems to be a problem at most campuses across the country. The difficulty that many 
institutions have is that improvements to parking require a large amount o f capital and 
physical resources. Parking garages make better use o f the physical resources o f a 
campus, but are expensive to build. Higher educational institutions will need to work to 
designate resources for this area and to work to help address student expectations of 
parking prior to the student attending the college.
Variables that were either found to have no or very few significant relationships 
appear to be just as significant as those that had a large number o f  significant 
relationships. The student’s age as an independent variable was not significant to any o f 
the importance or satisfaction dependent variables. This is interesting because one would 
expect older students that had been away from education for some period to have
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different support requirements than students who attend college right out o f high school. 
This analysis suggests that there is not a difference in the levels o f importance or 
satisfaction with these services and/or environment factors when controlling for all other 
independent variables used in this study.
Another variable that is surprising because o f its lack o f significant relationships is 
whether the student returned in the Fall 2002 or graduated in the Spring or Summer 2002. 
This is important because increased satisfaction is often viewed as positively related to 
increased retention (Astin, 1993). This data suggests that there is no relationship between 
retention and satisfaction levels with the dependent variables. In fact, in the one area 
where this was significant, students that did not return in the Fall o f 2002 had higher 
levels o f satisfaction with safety, security, and parking than students that either did return 
or graduated. This is an area identified for further research in the final section o f this 
chapter.
The final variable that is surprising, because o f the very few significant relationships 
with the dependent variables, is the student’s employment status. The two satisfaction 
variables in which there is a significant difference suggests that students who are not 
employed are the least satisfied with these two services, with employed students being 
more satisfied with them. It may be that students who are not employed have more time 
to spend on campus and thus, have greater expectations o f campus life and campus 
support services.
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Suggestions for Further Research
There were a large number o f significant relationships between the college where the 
major was identified and several o f the dependent variables. The data utilized in this 
study and the analysis o f that data did not reveal a discernable pattern. It is possible that 
students that declare different majors enter the university with different expecations that 
may influence differences in their levels o f satisfaction.
The effect o f student standing on several o f levels o f satisfaction was different than 
expected. It may be that a commuter university provides some very different dynamics 
than those found at a more traditional and residential campus. This area should be looked 
at further.
Most researchers suggest that there is a significant and positive relationship between 
student satisfaction and retention. The results o f the data calculations in this study do not 
support that conclusion. As stated in the paragraph above, it may be that a large 
commuter university has some very different dynamics than more traditional and 
residential campuses which influence this conclusion. Research that focuses on this 
problem might provide a clearer understanding o f the nature o f this relationship and the 
dynamics involved.
Finally, focused research on the relationship between student’s choice o f an 
institutional when entering and on-going levels o f satisfaction would be a helpful study. 
The use o f  a longitudinal data set may provide a better basis from which to study the 
issue. It would also be helpful to imderstand what practices could be implemented to 
help students who enter an institution when it is not their first choice to be more positive 
about the institution as they progress through their academic program.
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APPENDIX
DETAILED PRESENTATION OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION RESULTS 
This appendix o f the dissertation presents the detailed ordered logistic regression 
equations and the results for each ordered logistic equation. The appendix is divided into 
13 sections: Listing o f the Variables, and a section presenting the Logistic Regression 
Equations and Results for each independent variable. The independent variables are 
Academic Advising, Campus Climate, Campus Life, Campus Support Services, Concern 
for the Individual, Instructional Effectiveness, Recruitment and Financial Aid, 
Registration Effectiveness, Safety, Security, and Parking, Service Excellence, and 
Student Centeredness. Each independent variable includes detail for three ordered 
logistic regressions and results: importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and difference 
scores, which are the difference between the satisfaction ratings and the importance 
ratings.
Listing o f the Variables 
The following table presents the dependent variables used in the study with a listing 
o f  the abbreviations for the regression variables. These abbreviations are used in the 
presentation of the ordered logistic regression equations and results presented later in the 
appendix.
104
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Table 44 Listing o f  Dependent Variables and Abbreviations
Dependent Variable
Formula
Abbreviation
Abbreviation 
Used in Results
Academic Advising 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Campus Climate 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Campus Life
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Campus Support Services 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Concern for the Individual 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference
Y iA cadAdv 
YsAoadAdv 
Y d  AcadAdv
YiCampClim
YsCampClim
YdCampClim
Y  i_CampLife 
Ys_CampLife 
YdCampLife
YiCampSS
Ys_CampSS
Yd CampSS
Yi C o n in d v  
Y  s_ConIndv 
Y d  Conindv
iA cadA dv
sA cadA dv
dA cadA dv
i CampClim 
sC am pC lim  
dC am pC lim
iC am pL ife 
sC am pLife 
d CampLife
iC am pSS
sC am pSS
dC am pSS
i Conindv 
s Conindv 
d Conindv
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Dependent Variable
Formula
Abbreviation
Abbreviation 
Used in Results
Instructional Effectiveness 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Recruitment and Financial Aid 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Registration Effectiveness 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Safety, Security, and Parking 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference 
Service Excellence 
Importance 
Satisfaction 
Difference
Y  i_InstEff
Y  sInstEff 
Yd_InstEfr
YjRecFinAid
YsRecFinAid
Yd_RecFinAid
Yi_RegEff
Y sR egE ff
Yd_RegEff
Yi_SafeSec
Y  s_SafeSec
Y  dSafeSec
Yi_ServExcl 
YsServExcl 
Y d  ServExcI
i ln s tE f f
s ln s tE ff
d ln s tE ff
iR ecFinA id 
sR ecFinA id 
d RecFinAid
LRegEff
s_RegEff
d_RegEff
i SafeSec 
sS afeSec 
dS afeS ec
iServE xcl 
sServE xcl 
d ServExcl
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Dependent Variable
Formula
Abbreviation
Abbreviation 
Used in Results
Student Centeredness
Importance Y i_StudCent iS tudC ent
Satisfaction Y s_StudCent sS tudC ent
Difference YdStudCent dS tudC ent
The following table presents the independent variables used in the study with
o f the abbreviations for the regression coefficients and variables. These abbreviations are 
used in the presentation o f the ordered logistic regression equations and results presented 
later in the appendix.
Table 45 Listing o f Independent Variables and Abbreviations
Independent
Variable
Dummy
Variable
Notation
Coefficient
Abbreviation
Variable
Abbreviation Description
Standing ugradspec Pugrad_spec X u g radspec
Undergraduate
Non-admitted
Student
freshman* Pfreshman Xfreshman Freshman
soph Psoph X soph Sophomore
junior Pjunior X junior Junior
senior Psenior X senior Senior
Ethnicity
grad
black
Pgrad
Pblack
X g iad
X^black
Graduate
Student
African-
American
amerind* Pamerind Xamerind American Indian
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Independent
Variable
Dummy
Variable
Notation
Coefficient
Abbreviation
Variable
Abbreviation
Description
asian Pa
white pwhite
h i s p a n i c  phispanic
U n k  e t h m c i t y  Punk ethnicity
X asian
Xwhite
Xhispanic
X u u k  ethnicity
Asian-American
Caucasian
Hispanic
Unknown
Ethnicity
Gender 
(changed to 
female for 
analysis with 0 
for No and 1 for 
Yes
Current Class 
Load (changed 
to fulltime for 
analysis with 0 
for Part-time 
and 1 for Full­
time)
Cumulative 
Spring 2002 
GPA
Educational
Goal
Employment
Status
female
fulltime
N/A
g_bd*
g_md
g_dd 
g other
ftoff
ptoff
fton
Pfemale
Pm Iitime
Pgpasis
P g b d
Pg_md
Pg_dd
Pg_other
Pftoff
Pptoff
Pfton
Xfetnale
Xfulltime
X,gpasis
X g b d
X g r n d
X g d d
X g  other
Xftoff
Xptoff
Xfton
Male or Female 
Student
Full-time or
Part-time
Student
gpasis
Goal o f 
Bachelor’s 
Degree 
Goal o f
Master’s Degree 
Goal o f
Doctoral Degree
Other Goal
Full-time
Employment
Off-campus
Part-time
Employment
Off-Campus
Full-time
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Independent
Variable
Dummy
Variable
Notation
Coefficient
Abbreviation
Variable
Abbreviation
Description
pton Ppton Xpton
nojob* Pnojob Xnojob
Current
Residence reshall* preshall Xreshall
house Phouse Xhouse
rent Prent Xrent
home Phome Xhome
o th erres Potherres X otherres
Residential
Classification instate* - P  instate Xinstate
outstate Poutstate Xoutstate
international Pintemational ^international
Choice of 
Institution When 
Entering N/A Pentered Xentered
Return Fall 2002 dropout Pdropout Xdropout
continue* Pcontinne Xcontinue
graduate Pgradnate Xgraduate
Age Range a_ul8 Pa_ul8 Xa_ul8
a_19_24 Pa_19_24 Xa 19 24
a_25_34* Pa_25_34 Xa_25_34
a_35_44 Pa_35_44 Xa_35_44
a_o45 Pa_o45 Xa_o45
Employment
On-Campus
Part-time
Employment
On-Campus
Not Employed
Live in
Residence Hall 
Live in Own 
House
Rent room or 
apartment Off- 
campus
Live in Parent’s 
Home
Live in Other 
Residence
In-state Student
Out-of-State
Student
International
Student
entered
Did not Enroll 
for Fall 2002 
Enrolled for Fall 
2002
Graduated with 
Degree
18 and Under
19 to 24 Years 
Old
25 to 34 Years 
Old
35 to 44 Years 
Old
45 and Over
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Independent
Variable
Dummy
Variable
Notation
Coefficient
Abbreviation
Variable
Abbreviation Description
business Pbusiness Xbusiness
education Peducation Xg(jucation
engineer Pengineer Xengineer
e x te d Pext_ed X g x te d
fine arts Pfine_arts X gne_arts
gradcollege Pgradcollege Xgrad_college
health Phealth X health
hotel Photel X hotel
lib arts Plib_arts X lib a r ts
science . Pscience Xscience
studdev* Pstuddev Xstuddev
undeclared Pundeclared Xundeclared
urban Purban X urban
College Code BusinessCollege
Education
College
Engineering
College
Extended
Education
Fine Arts
College
Graduate
College
Health Sciences
College
Hotel
Administration
Liberal Arts
College
Sciences
College
Student
Development
Center
Undeclared
Majors
Urban Affairs
College_______
Note; The items in the dummy variable notation column marked with an asterik 
represent the reference variables
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Academic Advising 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
academic advising measurements and the results are listed below:
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Academic Advising Importance Model (Model I-l)
Full Model Specification
i_acadadv = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic unk_ethnicity 
female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent home other_res 
outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25_34 a_35_44 a_o45 business 
science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed grad_college 
education hotel.
Evaluation o f  the Independent Variables
Table 46 Model 1-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
grad dummy variables) = 9  p = q 027)
The effect o f standing on the importance of academic 
advising is significant at the .05 level (x^ = 18.814, d f
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unkethnicity  dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance o f academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 19.224, 
d f=  15, p = 0.204)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 4.585, 
d f = 3 ,p  = 0.205)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 4.093, 
d f= 3 , p = 0.252)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 1.821, d f=  3, p = 0.610)
* *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
o th e rres  dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib a rts , 
finearts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 13.324, d f = 9 ,p  = 0.148)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  
= 13.733, d f=  12, p = 0.318)
The effect o f standing on the importance of academic 
advising is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 324.902, d f 
-  12, p = 0.000)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance 
of academic advising is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 0.846, d f=  4, p = 0.932)
The effect o f re-enrollment in the Fall 2002 on the 
importance o f academic advising is not significant at 
the .05 level (x^ = 6.363, d f = 6, p = 0.384)
The effect o f employment status on the importance o f 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 0.561, d f=  3, p = 0.905)
The effect o f age on the importance o f academic 
advising is significant at the .10 level, but not at the .05 
level (x^ = 0.19.959, d f = 12, p = 0.068)
The effect o f college on the importance o f academic 
advising is significant at the . 10 level, but not at the .05 
level (x^ = 46.954, d f = 33, p = 0.055)
***
Number o f obs = 1140; LR x^(129) = 210.944; Prob > 0.000; M LR" = 0.169
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Academic Advising Satisfaction Model (Model 1-2)
Full Model Specification
s acadadv = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25_34 a_35_44 
a_o45 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 47 Model 1-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad_spec, 
soph, junior, senior, 
grad dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unkethnicity  dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 23.277, 
d f=  24, p = 0.503)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 25.698, 
d f=  30, p = 0.690)
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 5.845, 
d f= 6 , p = 0.441)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x" = 6.073, 
d f= 6 , p = 0.415)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 2.871, d f=  6, p = 0.825)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib a rts , 
finearts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 17.515, d f=  18, p = 0.488)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 25.717, d f=  24, p = 0.368)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 28.221, d f=  24, p = 0.251)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with academic advising is not significant at the .05 
level (x^=  11.851, d f=  12, p = 0.458)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall o f 2002 on 
satisfaction with academic advising is not significant at 
the .05 level (x^ = 11.625, d f = 12, p = 0.476)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
academic advising is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
24.778, d f=  6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 26.854, 
d f=  24, p = 0.311)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with academic 
advising is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 222.346, d f
= 66, p = 0.000)
* * *
* * *
Number o f obs 1148; LR x \2 5 8 )  = 381.632; Prob > x^ : 0.000; ML R" = 0.283
Note; Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Academic Advising Difference Model (Model 1-3)
Full Model Specification
d_acadadv = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic unk_ethnicity
female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent home other_res 
outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25_34 a_35_44 a_o45 business 
science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed grad_college 
education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 48 Model 1-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent 
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad_spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity 
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with academic advising is 
significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 378.088, d f = 35, p = 
0.000)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with academic advising is 
not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 31.267, d f = 35, p  ̂
0.649)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with academic advising is 
significant at the .05 level (%" = 15.436, df = 7, p = 
0.031)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with academic advising is 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 18.173, df = 7, p = 
0.011)
* * *
* *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a u 18, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 6.282, d f 
= 7 ,p  = 0.507)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with academic advising is 
not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 27.185, d f = 21, p = 
0.165)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 17.770, 
d f=  28, p = 0.932)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 23.318, 
d f=  28, p = 0.717)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with academic 
advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 9.183, d f 
= 14, p = 0.819)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
academic advising is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
8.975, d f=  14, p = 0.833)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with academic 
advising is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 22.463, d f = 
7, p = 0.002)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with academic advising is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 28.862, d f = 28, p = 
0.420)
* * *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
College (business, The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with academic advising is
fine arts, health, significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 539.348, d f = 69, p =
urban, engineer, g.OOO) ***
undeclared, e x ted , 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
Number o f obs = 1144; LR % (301) = 368.972; Prob >% = 0.004; ML R" = 0.276
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Campus Climate 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
campus climate measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and difference 
scores are listed below:
Campus Climate Importance Model (Model 2-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 2-1 : i CampClim = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
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Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 49 Model 2-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugradspec, 
soph, junior, senior, 
grad dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance of campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 17.555, df 
= 20, p = 0.617)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance o f campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 32.430, df 
= 25, p = 0.146)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 4.995, df 
= 5, p = 0.416)
The effect o f class load on the importance of campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 7.532, df 
— 5, p = 0.184)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance o f 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 
0.904, d f=  5, p = 0.970)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 
18.608, d f=  15, p = 0.232)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 
19.272, d f=  20, p = 0.504)
The effect o f  place o f  residence on the importance o f  
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 
8.633, d f=  20, p = 0.987)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Residency The effect o f residency classification on the importance
classification (outstate, o f campus climate is significant at the .01 level (%2 =
international dummy 204.934, d f = 9, p = 0.000)
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib a rts , 
fin ea rts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
* * *
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
importance o f campus climate is not significant at the 
.05 level (%2 = 4.530, d f = 10, p = 0.920)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance of 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 
4.507, d f=  5, p = 0.541)
The effect o f age on the importance o f campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 19.471, d f = 20, p = 
0.491)
The effect o f college on the importance of campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%2 = 41.139, df 
= 55, p = 0.917)
Number o f obs = 1148; LR %"(215) = 261.142; Prob > = 0.017; ML R" = 0.203
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Campus Climate Satisfaction Model (Model 2-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 2-2: s CampClim = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-
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34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 50 Model 2-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, hispanic, 
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female dummy 
variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring GPA 
(gpasis)
Educational goal (g_md, 
g_dd, g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with campus 
climate is significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 39.872, d f ** 
= 2 4 ,p  = 0.022)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 28.331, 
d f=  30, p = 0.553)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 10.252, 
d f = 6 , p = 0.114)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 5.209, 
d f = 6 , p = 0.517)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^
= 10.012, d f=  6 , p = 0.124)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
campus climate is significant at the .01  level (x^=  ***
35.022, d f = 18, p = 0.009)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^
= 17.318, d f=  24, p = 0.835)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^
= 19.182, d f=  24, p = 0.742)
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Independent Variable
Description_____________ Significance
Residency classification The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction
(outstate, international with campus climate is not significant at the .05 level
dummy variables) (%̂  = 6.665, d f = 12, p = 0.879)
Re-enrollment Fall 2002 The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on
(dropout, graduate satisfaction with campus climate is not significant at
dummy variables) the .05 level (x^ = 6.982, d f = 12, p = 0.859)
Choice o f UNLV when The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with
entering (entered) campus climate is significant at the .01  level (x^=  ***
67.120, df= 6, p = 0.000)
Age range (a_ul 8 , The effect o f age on satisfaction with campus climate
a_25_34, a_35_44, is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 22.183, d f =
a_o45 dummy variables) 2 4 , p = 0.568)
College (business. The effect o f college on satisfaction with campus
science, lib arts, climate is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 125.169,
fme_arts, health, urban, ^6 , p = 0 .0 0 0 )
engineer, undeclared, ’ ***
ext ed, grad college, 
education, hotel dummy
variables)____________________________________________________________________
Number o f obs = 1148; LR x^(215) = 261.142; Prob > x^ = 0.017; ML R" = 0.203
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Campus Climate Difference Model (Model 2-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 2-3: d CampClim = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
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Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 51 Model 2-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, hispanic, 
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female dummy 
variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring GPA 
(gpasis)
Educational goal (g_md, 
g dd, g other dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 27.873, d f = 32, 
p = 0.676)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 36.324, d f = 40, 
p = 0.637)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 13.281, d f = 8 , p 
= 0.103)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 4.993, d f = 8 , p = 
0.758)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 2.823, 
d f = 8 ,p  = 0.945)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 10.321, 
d f=  24, p = 0.993)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency classification 
(outstate, international 
dummy variables)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%" = 29.634, 
d f=  32, p = 0.587)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
climate is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 20.500, 
d f=  32, p = 0.942)
The effect o f residency classification on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%̂
= 8.991, d f=  16, p = 0.914)
Re-enrollment Fall 2002 The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the
(dropout, graduate 
dummy variables)
Choice o f UNLV when 
entering (entered)
Age range (a_u l8 , 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, urban, 
engineer, undeclared, 
ext ed, grad college, 
education, hotel dummy 
variables)_____________
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
campus climate is not significant at the .05 level (%̂
= 11.786, d f=  16, p = 0.759)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
climate is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 68.770, df
= 8 , p = 0 .0 0 0 )
The effect o f age on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 16.551, d f = 32, 
p = 0.989)
The effect o f college on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus climate is 
not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 49.844, d f = 8 8 ,
p =  1 .0 0 0 )
* * *
Number o f obs = 1148; LR x  (344) = 491.895; Prob > x  = 0.000; ML R = 0.349
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Logistic Regression Models and Results for Campus Life 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
campus life measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and difference 
scores are listed below;
Campus Life Importance Model (Model 3-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 3-1 : i CampLife = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 52 Model 3-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, The effect o f standing on the importance of campus life
soph, junior, senior, is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 18.033, d f = 24,
grad dummy variables) p = o 801 )
Ethnicity (black. The effect o f ethnicity on the importance with campus
amerind, asian, life is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 29.236, d f =
hispanic, 30, p = 0.505)
unk ethnicity dummy
variables)
Gender (female The effect o f gender on the importance o f campus life
dummy variable) is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 9.970, d f = 6 , p =
0.126)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, p to ff fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2 0 0 2  (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a u 18, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f campus 
life is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 4.880, d f =
6 , p = 0.559)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
5.279, d f=  6 , p = 0.509)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
17.964, d f = 18, p = 0.458)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
31.991, d f=  24, p = 0.127)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance o f 
campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
30.621, d f=  24, p = 0.165)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance 
o f campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
5.444, d f=  12, p = 0.941)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
importance o f campus life is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 3.370, d f = 12, p = 0.988)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance o f 
campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
6.474, d f=  6 , p = 0.372)
The effect o f age on the importance o f campus life is 
not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 17.808, d f = 24, p 
= 0.812)
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business, The effect o f college on the importance o f campus life
science, lib arts, is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 51.200, d f = 6 6 ,
finearts , health, p = 0.910)
urban, engineer,
undeclared, ext ed,
gradcollege,
education, hotel
dummy variables)___________________________________________________ _̂____
Number o f obs = 1148; LR x^(258) = 401.664; Prob >X^ = 0.000; ML R" = 0.295
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Campus Life Satisfaction Model (Model 3-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 3-2: s CampLife = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 53 Model 3-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect of standing on satisfaction with campus life 
soph, junior, senior, is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 44.755, d f = 20, p = ***
grad dummy variables) q 0 0 1  )
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2 0 0 2  (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with campus life 
is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 15.942, d f = 20, 
p = 0.720)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with campus life is 
significant at the . 10 level (x^ = 7.979, d f = 4, p = 
0.092)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with campus life 
is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 58.274, d f = 4, p = 
0 .000)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
campus life is significant at the .05 level (x^ = 9.930, 
d f = 4 , p  = 0.042)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
campus life is significant at the .1 0  level (x^ = 2 0 .1 0 1 , 
d f=  12, p = 0.065)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
campus life is significant at the .01 level (x^ -  33.263, 
d f=  16, p = 0.007)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
campus life is significant at the .01  level (x^ =
278.341, d f = 16, p = 0.000)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
2.384, d f=  7, p = 0.936)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
7.458, d f=  8 , p = 0.488)
* * *
* *
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_u l8 , 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
campus life is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 22.294, 
d f = 4 , p  = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with campus life is not 
significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 21.093, d f = 16, p = 
0.175)
The effect of college on satisfaction with campus life is 
not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 23.133, d f = 40, p 
= 0.985)
* * *
Number o f obs = 1132; LR x^(172) = 257.832; Prob > x^ 0.000; ML R" = 0.204
Note: Levels of significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Campus Life Difference Model (Model 3-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 3-3 : d_CampLife = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
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Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 54 Model 3-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior, 
grad dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus life is not 
significant at the .05 level (%" =23.995, d f = 25, p = 
0.520)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus life is not 
significant at the .05 level (%̂  =26.668, d f = 25, p = 
0.373)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus life is not 
significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 1.708, d f = 5, p = 
0 .888)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus life is not 
significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 0.669, d f = 5, p = 
0.985)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus life 
is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 3.095, d f = 5, p 
0.685)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus life 
is significant at the .10 level (x^ = 24.933, d f = 15, p = 
0.051)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2 0 0 2  (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_u l8 , 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, l ibarts,  
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad_college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus life 
is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 20.167, d f = 20, 
p = 0.448)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus life 
is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 68.236, d f = 20, p = 
0 .000)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus life 
is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 5.591, d f = 10, p 
= 0.848)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
campus life is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
7.874, d f=  10, p = 0.641)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus life 
is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 29.363, d f=  5, p = 
0 .000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with campus life is not significant at 
the .05 level (x^ = 24.106, d f = 20, p = 0.238)
The effect o f college on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus life is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 46.411, d f = 50, p = 
0.618)
* * *
* * *
Number of obs = 1124; LR x  (215) = 291.990; Prob > x  = 0.000; ML R" = 0.229
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Logistic Regression Models and Results for Campus Support Services 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
campus support services measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and 
difference scores are listed below:
Campus Support Services Importance Model (Model 4-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 4-1 : i CampSS = ugrad spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g md g_dd g other ftoff ptoff fton 
pton house rent home other res outstate international dropout graduate entered 
a_ u l8  a_25-34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib arts fine arts health urban 
engineer undeclared ext ed grad college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 55 Model 4-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unk ethnicity 
dummy variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance of campus 
support services is significant at the .01  level (x^ = 
174.043, d f=  12, p = 0.000)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance with campus 
climate is significant at the .10 level {yf = 23.404, d f = 15, 
p = 0.076)
* * *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2 0 0 2  (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f campus support 
services is significant at the .10 level (%̂  = 7.362, d f = 3, p 
= 0.061)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
2.925, d f = 3, p = 0.403)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
campus support services is significant at the .05 level (x^
= 8.656, d f=  6 , p = 0.034)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 13.850, d f=  9, p = 0.128)
The effect o f employment status on the importance o f 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 17.791, d f=  12, p = 0.122)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance of 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 level 
(X^= 14.841, d f=  12, p = 0.250)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
campus support services is significant at the .01  level (x^ 
= 179.348, d f = 5 , p  = 0.000)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f campus support services is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 6.180, d f = 6 , p = 0.403)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance o f 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 2.329, d f = 3 , p  = 0.507)
* *
* * *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Age range (a_ul 8 , The effect o f age on the importance o f campus support
a_25_34, a_35_44, services is not significant at the .05 level = 13.414, d f
a_o45 dummy = 12, p = 0.340)
variables)
College (business. The effect o f college on the importance o f campus support
science, lib arts, services is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 274.575, d f =
fine_arts, health, 3 3  p = q.OOO)
urban, engineer,
undeclared, ext ed,
gradcollege,
education, hotel
dummy variables)
Number o f obs = 1148; LR %^(258) = 401.664; Prob >%^ = 0.000; ML R" = 0.295
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
* * *
Campus Support Services Satisfaction Model (Model 2-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 4-2: s CampSS = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic 
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science iib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
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Table 56 Model 4-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior, 
grad dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  
16.686, d f = 16, p = 0.406)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  
21.642, d f=  20, p = 0.360)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
0.927, d f=  4, p = 0.921)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with campus 
support services is significant at the .01  level (%̂  = 
212.052, d f = 4 , p  = 0.000)
The effect of Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
campus support services is significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 12.352, d f=  4, p = 0.015)
* * *
* *
Educational goal 
(g md, g dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 13.361, df = 12, p = 0.343)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
campus support services is significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 29.776, d f = 16, p = 0.019)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 8.738, d f = 16, p = 0.924)
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Independent Variable
Description____________ Significance
Residency The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction
classification (outstate, with campus support services is not significant at the
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2 0 0 2  (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_u l8 , 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, l ibarts,  
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ex t ed ,  
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
.05 level (% = 4.465, d f = 8 , p = 0.813)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with campus support services is not significant at the 
.05 level (%̂  = 4.594, d f = 8 , p = 0.800)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
campus support services is significant at the .01  level 
(X  ̂= 19.868, d f=  4, p = 0.001)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with campus support 
services is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 13.500, 
d f=  16, p = 0.636)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
44.661, d f = 44, p = 0.444)
Number o f obs = 1135; LR x^(172) = 254.449; Prob > x ^  = 0.000; ML R" 0.201
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Campus Support Services Difference Model (Model 4-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 4-3: d CampSS = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-
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34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 57 Model 4-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior, 
grad dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus support 
services is not significant at the .05 level (%" = 17.174, 
d f = 20, p = 0.642)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus support 
services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 22.824, 
d f=  25, p = 0.588)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus support 
services is significant at the . 10  level (%̂  = 10.411, df 
= 5, p = 0.064)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus support 
services is not significant at the .05 level (%" = 1.429, 
d f = 5 , p  = 0.921)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
0.454, d f = 5, p = 0.994)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g_other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptofF, fton, ftofF 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLY 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
support services is significant at the .10 level (x^ = 
23.570, d f=  15, p = 0.073)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
27.254, d f=  20, p = 0.128)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
18.086, d f=  20, p = 0.582)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
support services is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
15.657, d f=  10, p = 0.110)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
campus support services is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 11.485, d f=  10, p = 0.321)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with campus 
support services is significant at the .05 level (x^ =
11.996, d f=  5, p = 0.035)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with campus support services is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 17.153, d f=  20, p = 
0.643)
The effect o f  college on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with campus support 
services is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 44.980, 
d f=  55, p = 0.830)
* *
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Independent Variable
Description____________ Significance
Number o f obs = 1133; LR %^(215) = 286.161; Prob >%^ = 0.001; ML R^ = 0.223
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Concern for the Individual 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
concern for the individual measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and 
difference scores are listed below:
Concern for the Individual Importance Model (Model 5-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 5-1 : i Conlndv = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic 
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
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Table 58 Model 5-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent 
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ngrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity 
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g o th e r  dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance of concern for the 
individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 17.313, 
d f=  15, p = 0.300)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
20.174, d f=  15, p = 0.165)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f concern for the 
individual is significant at the . 10 level (%̂  = 6.477, d f =
3, p = 0.091)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 4.056, 
d f= 3 , p = 0.256)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 0.743, d f=  3, p = 0.863)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
concern for the individual is significant at the .01 level (x^ 
= 22.777, d f = 9, p = 0.007)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 13.586, d f=  12, p = 0.328)
* * *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
o th e rres  dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect of place o f residence on the importance of 
concern for the individual is significant at the .01 level (%̂  
= 265.536, d f = 12, p = 0.000)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 3.862, d f=  5, p = 0.569)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 8.256, d f = 6, p = 0.220)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance of 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 4.386, d f=  3, p = 0.223)
The effect o f age on the importance of concern for the 
individual is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 14.301, 
d f=  12, p = 0.282)
* * *
College (business. The effect o f college on the importance o f concern for the
science, lib arts, 
finearts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
individual is not significant at the .05 level (x 
d f = 30, p = 0.490)
29.527,
Number o f obs = 1140; LR x  (129) 199.226; Prob > x^ = 0.000; ML R^ = 0.160
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Concern for the Individual Satisfaction Model (Model 5-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 5-2: s Conlndv = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 59 Model 5-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect o f standing on satisfaction with concern for 
soph, junior, senior, the individual is not significant at the .05 level = 
grad dummy variables) 1 5 .8 3 3 , d f=  22, p = 0.824)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
31.186, d f=  28, p = 0.309)
The effect of gender on satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
8.834, d f=  6, p = 0.183)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
6.375, d f=  6, p = 0.383)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 3.162, d f = 6, p = 0.788)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 16.437, d f = 18, p = 0.562)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 14.543, d f = 22, p = 0.881)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 25.848, d f = 22, p = 0.274)
Residency The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction
classification (outstate, with concern for the individual is not significant at the
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
finearts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
.05 level (x = 8.457, d f = 7, p = 0.294)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with concern for the individual is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 10.533, d f = 12, p = 0.569)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
concern for the individual is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 38.439, d f = 6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with concern for the 
individual is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
25.912, d f=  24, p = 0.358)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is significant at the .01 level (x^ =
114.764, d f = 64, p = 0.000)
* * *
* * *
Number o f obs ^ 1148; LR x \ 258) = 323.450; Prob > x^ 0.003; M LR" = 0.246
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Concern fo r  the Individual Difference Model (Model 5-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 5-3: d_ConIndv = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 60 Model 5-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with concern for the
grad dummy variables) individual is significant at the .01 level (x  = 105.219, ***
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
d f=  36, p = 0.000)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with concern for the 
individual is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
22.081, d f=  45, p = 0.998)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with concern for the 
individual is not significant at the .10 level (x^ = 9.126, 
d f = 5 ,p  = 0.426)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with concern for the 
individual is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 56.748, 
d f = 9, p = 0.000)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g_other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
5.575, d f=  9, p = 0.782)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
18.398, d f=  27, p = 0.891)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
19.741, d f=  36, p = 0.987)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 
230.614, d f=  36, p = 0.000)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
4.784, d f = 10, p = 0.905)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
concern for the individual is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 11.481, d f=  18, p = 0.876)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with concern for 
the individual is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
36.431, d f=  9, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with concern for the individual is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 19.094, d f = 36, p = 
0.991)
* * *
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business, The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with concern for the
fine arts, health, individual is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 151.970,
urban, engineer, = 97, p = 0.000) * * *
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
Number o f obs = 1133; LR x^387) = 434.391; Prob > x^ = 0.048; ML R^ = 0.318
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Instructional Effectiveness 
The logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three instructional 
effectiveness measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and difference 
scores are listed below:
Instructional Effectiveness Importance Model (Model 6-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 6-1 : i_InstEff = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
g r a d _ c o l l e g e  e d u c a t i o n  h o t e l .
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Table 61 Model 6-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent 
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity 
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance o f instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
18.059, d f=  12, p = 0.114)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance with instructional 
effectiveness is significant at the .10 level (%̂  = 21.452, d f 
= 14, p = 0.091)
The effect o f gender on the importance of instructional 
effectiveness is significant at the .10 level (%̂  = 7.573, d f 
= 3, p = 0.056)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f instructional 
effectiveness is significant at the .10 level (x^ = 6.521, df 
= 3, p = 0.089)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 2.375, d f=  3, p = 0.498)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
instructional effectiveness is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 24.601, d f = 9, p = 0.003)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X^= 18.181, d f=  12, p = 0.110)
* * *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib a rts , 
finearts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance of 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 9.454, d f = 12, p = 0.664)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 3.473, d f=  5, p = 0.627)
The effect of re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 2.353, d f=  6 ,p  = 0.885)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance of 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 1.813, d f=  3, p = 0.612)
The effect o f age on the importance of instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
12.737, d f = 12, p = 0.388)
The effect o f college on the importance o f instructional 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 125.684, 
d f=  33, p = 0.000)
* * *
Number o f obs = 1144; LR x  (129) = 234.841; Prob > x  =0.000; M L R  =0.186
Note; Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Instructional Effectiveness Satisfaction Model (Model 6-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 6-2: s_InstEfF= ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 62 Model 6-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
grad dummy variables) 26.357, d f = 24, p = 0.335)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 46.634, d f = 30, p = 0.027)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
4.552, d f = 6, p = 0.602)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 2.715, d f = 6, p = 0.844)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 3.814, d f = 6 ,p  = 0.702)
* *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
finearts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 19.532, d f = 18, p = 0.360)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 16.445, d f = 24, p = 0.871)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 201.697, d f = 24, p = 0.000)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with instructional effectiveness is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 13.858, d f = 11, p = 0.241)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with instructional effectiveness is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 7.164, d f = 12, p = 0.847)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 43.580, d f = 6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
29.301, d f=  24, p = 0.209)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
96.785, d f=  66, p = 0.008)
* * *
* * *
* * *
Number o f obs = 1148; LR x^(258) = 355.605; Prob > X̂  ^  0.000; ML R^ = 0.266
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Instructional Effectiveness Difference Model (Model 6-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 6-3: d InstEff = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 63 Model 6-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect o f standing on the difference between 
soph, junior, senior, importance and satisfaction with instructional 
grad dummy variables) effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂
16.356, d f=  18, p = 0.568)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
31.288, d f=  29, p = 0.352)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%" = 
7.377, d f = 6 , p  = 0.287)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
1.483, d f = 6, p = 0.961
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
6.206, d f = 6, p = 0.401)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
21.871, d f=  18, p = 0.238)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
22.508, d f=  24, p = 0.549)
The effect of place of residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
21.646, d f = 24, p = 0.600)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
9.176, d f = 6, p = . 164)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
instructional effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^= 11.481, d f=  18, p = 0.876)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with instructional 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
46.275, d f=  6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with instructional effectiveness is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 27.641, d f = 24, p = 
0.275)
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business. The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with instructional
fine arts, health, effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (%̂  =
urban, engineer, 111.220, d f=  66, p = 0.000) ***
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
Number o f obs = 1142; LR % (252) = 357.108; Prob >% = 0.000; ML R" = 0.269
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Recruitment and Financial Aid 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
recruiting and financial aid measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and 
difference scores are listed below:
Recruiting and Financial A id Importance Model (Model 7-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 7-1 : i RecFinAid = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
e x t _ e d  g r a d _ G o l l e g e  e d u c a t i o n  hotel.
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Table 64 Model 7-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent 
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity 
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
The effect of standing on the importance of recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 16.001, 
d f=  18, p = 0.592)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance o f recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 25.031, 
df= 23, p = 0.349)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f recruiting and 
financial aid is significant at the .05 level (x^ = 13.482, df 
= 5 ,p  = 0.019)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f recruiting 
and financial aid is significant at the .10 level (x^ = *
10.669, d f = 5, p = 0.058)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 5.933, d f = 5, p = 0.313)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 8.724, d f = 15, p = 0.892)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 14.783, d f = 19, p = 0.736)
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance of 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .01 
level (x^ = 25.101, d f=  19, p = 0.157)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
recruiting and financial aid is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 323.228, d f = 7, p = 0.000)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 12.058, d f = 10, p = 0.281)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance o f 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 4.908, d f = 5, p = 0.427)
The effect o f age on the importance of recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 24.837, 
d f=  20, p = 0.208)
The effect o f college on the importance o f recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 27.320, 
d f=  44, p = 0.977)
* * *
Number o f obs = 1148; LR x  (215) = 272.797; Prob > x  = 0.005; ML R" = 0.212
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Recruiting and Financial Aid Satisfaction Model (Model 7-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 7-2; s_RecFinAid = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 65 Model 7-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (%̂
grad dummy variables) 24.079, d f = 24, p = 0.457)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
33.082, d f=  30, p = 0.319)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
9.422, d f = 6 , p  = 0.151)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level {yf = 
5.067, d f = 6 , p  = 0.535)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 3.788, d f = 6, p = 0.705)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g_other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a u 18, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 14.060, d f = 18, p = 0.725)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 27.656, d f = 24, p = 0.275)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 19.066, d f = 24, p = 0.748)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with recruiting and financial aid is significant at the 
.10 level (x^ = 14.412, d f = 8, p = 0.072)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 6.928, d f = 12, p = 0.862)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
recruiting and financial aid is significant at the .01 
level (x^ = 61.264, d f = 6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
27.029, d f=  24, p = 0.303)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
51.699, d f=  66, p = 0.901)
* * *
Number o f obs = 1148; LR x  (258) ^ 406.891; Prob > x^  = 0.000; ML R^ = 0.298
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Recruiting and Financial Aid Difference Model (Model 7-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 7-3; d RecFinAid = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 66 Model 7-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with recruiting and 
grad dummy variables) financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
26.418, d f=  24, p = 0.332)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
22.399, d f=  30, p = 0.839)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with recruiting and 
financial aid is significant at the . 10 level (x^ = 11.045, 
d f = 6, p = 0.087)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with recruiting and 
financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
6.798, d f=  6, p = 0.340)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g_other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
6.019, d f = 6 , p  = 0.421)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
16.092, d f = 18, p = 0.586)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
21.578, d f=  24, p = 0.604)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
28.729, d f=  24, p = 0.231)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
12.487, d f = 12, p = .407)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
recruiting and financial aid is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 7.349, d f = 12, p = 0.834)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with recruiting 
and financial aid is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
43.055, d f=  6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with recruiting and financial aid is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 23.094, d f = 24, p = 
0.514)
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business. The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with recruiting and
fine arts, health, financial aid is significant at the .01 level (%̂  =
urban, engineer, 166.684, d f=  64, p = 0.000) ***
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
Number o f obs = 1134; LRx (258) = 352.214; Prob >x =0.000; M L R  =0.267
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Registration Effectiveness 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
registration effectiveness measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and 
difference scores are listed below:
Registration Effectiveness Importance Model (Model 8-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 8-1 : i RegEff =  ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic 
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
g r a d _ c o l l e g e  e d u c a t i o n  h o t e l .
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Table 67 Model 8-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent 
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unk ethnicity 
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance o f registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 9.724, 
d f=  12, p = 0.640)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance o f registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
14.920, d f=  15, p = 0.457)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f registration 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 21.414, df 
= 3, p = 0.000)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 2.636, 
d f = 3 ,  p = 0.451)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance o f 
registration effectiveness is significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 10.023, d f=  3, p = 0.018)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 7.393, d f = 9, p = 0.596)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 16.099, d f = 12, p = 0.187)
* * *
* *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance of 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 10.392, d f  = 12, p = 0.582)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
registration effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ 
= 177.552, d f = 5 , p  = 0.000)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 2.127, d f = 6, p = 0.908)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance of 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X" = 1.192, d f=  3, p = 0.755)
The effect o f age on the importance of registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
10.542, d f=  12, p = 0.569)
The effect o f college on the importance o f registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
29.891, d f=  33, p = 0.623)
* * *
Number of obs = 1145; L R x (129)= 159.301; Prob >x =0.036; MLR =0.130
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Registration Effectiveness Satisfaction Model (Model 8-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 8-2; s_RegEff = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 68 Model 8-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable
Description___________ Significance ___________________________________
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect o f standing on satisfaction with registration
soph, junior, senior, effectiveness is significant at the . 10 level (x^ =
grad dummy variables) 33.580, d f=  24, p = 0.092)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unkethnicity  dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 26.729, 
d f=  29, p = 0.586)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
5.089, d f=  6, p = 0.532)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
1.286, d f=  6, p = 0.972)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 7.987, d f = 6, p = 0.239)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
otherres  dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
f inearts,  health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 7.957, d f = 18, p = 0.979)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 21.538, d f=  24, p = 0.607)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 21.522, d f = 24, p = 0.608)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with registration effectiveness is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 8.670, d f = 12, p = 0.731)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with registration effectiveness is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 11.455, d f = 12, p = 0.731)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
registration effectiveness is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 37.412, d f = 6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
12.699, d f=  24, p = 0.971)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ =
114.425, d f=  66, p = 0.000)
* * *
* * *
Number ofobs = 1148; LR x  (258) = 316.191; Prob > x  = 0.008; ML R^ = 0.241
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Registration Effectiveness Difference Model (Model 8-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 8-3; d_RegEff = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic 
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 69 Model 8-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect o f standing on the difference between 
soph, junior, senior, importance and satisfaction with registration
grad dummy variables) effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^
41.915, d f=  35, p = 0.196)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^
37.153, d f=  34, p = 0.326)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ =
9 .1 5 3 ,d f= 7 ,p  = 0.242)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
6.658, d f=  7, p = 0.465)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
5.845, d f=  7, p = 0.558)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
20.463, d f=  21, p = 0.492)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
25.192, d f=  28, p = 0.617)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
29.402, d f=  28, p = 0.392)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
219.678, d f=  13, p = .000)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
registration effectiveness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 10.100, df = 14, p = 0.755)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with registration 
effectiveness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
37.627, d f = 7, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with registration effectiveness is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 20.373, d f = 28, p = 
0.850)
* * *
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business. The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with registration
fine arts, health, effectiveness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂
urban, engineer, 64.267, d f = 70, p = 0.671)
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
Number ofobs = 1147; LR X (301) = 473.118; Prob > x  = 0.000; ML R" = 0.338
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Safety, Security, and Parking 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
safety, security, and parking measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, 
and difference scores are listed below:
Safety, Security, and Parking Importance Model (Model 9-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 9-1 : i SafeSec = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic 
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
g r a d _ c o l l e g e  e d u c a t i o n  hotel.
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Evaluation o f Independent Variables 
Table 70 Model 9-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity  
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f standing on the importance of Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 14.668, d f = 15, p = 0.476)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance of Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 11.326, d f=  15, p = 0.729)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f Safety, Security, 
and Parking is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 46.376, d f *** 
= 3, p = 0.000)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f Safety,
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^
= 3.983, d f=  3, p = 0.263)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 1.098, d f = 3, p = 0.778)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 8.526, d f=  9, p = 0.482)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 8.666, d f = 12, p = 0.731)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance o f 
Safety, Security, and Parking is significant at the .01 level 
(X  ̂= 184.906, d f = 12, p = 0.000) * * *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice of UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a u 18, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fin ea rts , health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 3.329, d f = 6, p = 0.649)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
of Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 9.884, d f = 6, p = 0.130)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance of 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 0.559, d f = 3, p = 0.906)
The effect o f age on the importance of Safety, Security, 
and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 4.934, 
d f=  12, p = 0.960)
The effect o f college on the importance o f Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 23.167, d f=  30, p = 0.808)
Number ofobs = 1142; LR x  (129) = 186.819; Prob > x  = 0.001; M LR" = 0.151
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Safety, Security, and Parking Satisfaction Model (Model 9-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 9-2: s SafeSec =  ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic 
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent
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home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 71 Model 9-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior, 
grad dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
The effect o f standing on satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is significant at the .01 level (%" 
= 140.435, d f=  24, p = 0.000)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level 
(X^ = 3 1 .1 2 6 ,d f= 3 0 ,p  = 0.409)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is significant at the . 10 level (x^ 
=10.677, d f=  6, p = 0.099)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 2.830= 6, p = 0.830)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 9.045, d f = 6, p = 0.171)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 9.654, d f = 18, p = 0.943)
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a u 18, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the 
.05 level (%̂  = 24.193, d f=  24, p = 0.451)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the 
.05 level (%̂  = 20.499, d f = 24, p = 0.668)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at 
the .05 level (%" = 5.279, d f = 12, p = 0.948)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with Safety, Security, and Parking is significant at the 
.10 level (x^ = 19.426, d f = 12, p = 0.079)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
Safety, Security, and Parking is significant at the .01 
level (x^ = 27.556, d f = 6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with Safety, Security, 
and Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
21.827, d f=  24, p = 0.590)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is significant at the .01 level (x^ 
= 219.526, d f=  66, p = 0.000)
* * *
* * *
Number o f  obs == 1148; LR X (258) = 337.983; Prob > X = 0 .001; M LR =0.255
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Safety, Security, and Parking Difference Model (Model 9-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 9-3 ; d_SafeSec = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian hispanic
unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton house rent 
home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25-34 a_35_44 
a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared ext_ed 
grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 72 Model 9-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with Safety, Security, and
grad dummy variables) Parking is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 29.821,
d f=  28, p = 0.372)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with Safety, Security, and 
Parking is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 28.273, 
d f=  35, p = 0.783)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with Safety, Security, and 
Parking is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 45.645, d f = 
7, p = 0.000)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with Safety, Security, and 
Parking is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 9.449, df 
= 7, p = 0.222)
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is significant at the .01 level (%̂  
= 23.048, d f=  7, p = 0.002)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 12.688, d f=  21, p = 0.919)
* * *
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 24.909, d f = 28, p = 0.633)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 34.857, d f = 28, p = 0.174)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is significant at the .01 level (x^ 
= 226.292, d f = I3 ,p  = .000)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
Safety, Security, and Parking is not significant at the 
.05 level (x^ = 8.305, d f=  14, p = 0.873)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with Safety, 
Security, and Parking is significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 17.488, d f=  7, p = 0.015)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with Safety, Security, and Parking is 
not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 20.482, d f = 28, p 
= 0.846)
* * *
* *
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business, The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with Safety, Security, and
fine arts, health. Parking is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 62.893,
urban, engineer, ?7, p = 0.877)
undeclared, ex ted . 
grad college, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
Number ofobs = 1144; LR X (301) = 415.976; Prob > x  = 0.000; ML R" = 0.305
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Service Excellence 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
service excellence measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and 
difference scores are listed below:
Service Excellence Importance Model (Model 10-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 10-1 : i ServExcl = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
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Evaluation o f Independent Variables 
Table 73 Model 10-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity  
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
Place of Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance of service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 24.442, 
d f=  19, p = 0.180)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance o f service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 27.912, 
d f=  20, p = 0.111)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 3.046, df 
= 4 ,p  = 0.550)
The effect o f class load on the importance of service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 2.919, df 
= 4 ,p  = 0.571)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance of 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
5.182, d f = 4, p = 0.269)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance o f service 
excellence is significant at the .10 level (x^ = 20.616, d f = 
12, p = 0.056)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
13.873, d f = 16, p = 0.608)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance of 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
11.387, d f=  16, p = 0.785)
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib arts, 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, e x ted , 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
5.721, d f=  8, p = 0.678)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 7.283, d f=  8, p = 0.506)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance o f 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
1.449, d f=  4, p = 0.836)
The effect o f age on the importance of service excellence 
is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 11.890, d f = 16, p = 
0.752)
The effect o f college on the importance o f service 
excellence is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 385.605, d f 
= 40, p = 0.000)
* * *
Number ofobs = 1147; LR x  (172) = 214.091; Prob > x  = 0.016; ML R" = 0.170
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Service Excellence Satisfaction Model (Model 10-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 10-2: s ServExcl = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton
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house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 74 Model 10-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, The effect o f standing on satisfaction with service
soph, junior, senior, excellence is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 79.988,
grad dummy variables) = 20, p = 0.000)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with service 
excellence is significant at the .05 level (x^ = 36.947, 
d f=  20, p = 0.044)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level {yf = 
7 .0 1 I ,d f= 5 ,p  = 0.220)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
1.919, d f=  5, p = 0.860)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 4.945, d f=  5, p = 0.423)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 19.565, d f=  15, p = 0.189)
* * *
* *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 27.545, df= 20, p = 0.121)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
= 11.540, d f=  20, p = 0.931)
Residency The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction
classification (outstate, with service excellence is not significant at the .05
international dummy level (x^ = 11.485, d f=  10, p = 0.321)
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, lib a rts , 
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with service excellence is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 10.918, d f = 10, p = 0.364)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
service excellence is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
47.665, df=  5, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (x^ -  
25.495, df=  20, p = 0.183)
The effect o f college on satisfaction with service
excellence is significant at the .01 level (x 
df = 55, p = 0.000)
127.353,
* * *
* * *
Number o f obs = 1142; LR X (215) = 314.903; Prob > X = 0.000, ML R =0.241
Note: Levels of significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Service Excellence Difference Model (Model 2-1)
Full Model Specification
Model 10-3: d_ServExcI = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f Independent Variables
Table 75 Model 10-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Standing (ugrad spec, 
soph, junior, senior.
The effect o f standing on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with service excellence is 
grad dummy variables) not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 29.321, df = 30, p
= 0.501)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with service excellence is 
not significant at the .05 level {yf = 34.870, d f = 29, p 
= 0.209)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with service excellence is 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 15.617, d f = 6, p = 
0.016)
The effect o f class load on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with service excellence is 
not significant at the .05 level {y^ = 4.176, d f = 6, p = 
0.653)
* *
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
2.721, d f=  6, p = 0.843)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
20.403, d f = 18, p = 0.311)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
30.616, d f=  24, p = 0.165)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%" = 
23.416, d f=  24, p = 0.495)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with service 
excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
6.076, d f = 12, p = .912)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
service excellence is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  
= 18.416, d f=  12, p = 0.104)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with service 
excellence is significant at the .01 level (%̂  = 40.090, 
d f = 6 , p  = 0.000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with service excellence is not 
significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 20.608, d f = 24, p = 
0.662)
* * *
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Independent Variable
Description____________ Significance
College (business, The effect o f college on the difference between
science, lib arts, importance and satisfaction with service excellence is
fine arts, health, not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 64.651, d f  = 60, p
urban, engineer, = q.3 18)
undeclared, ext ed,
grad college,
education, hotel
dummy variables)________________________________________________________
Number ofobs = 1142; LR %^(258) = 385.418; Prob >%^ = 0.000; ML r " = 0.286
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Logistic Regression Models and Results for Student Centeredness 
The multinomial logistic regression models used in this study to analyze the three 
student centeredness measurements for importance ratings, satisfaction ratings, and 
difference scores are listed below:
Student Centeredness Importance Model (Model 11-I)
Full Model Specification
Model I I - I  : i StudCent = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g_other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
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Table 76 Model 11-1 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent 
Variable Description Significance
Standing
(ugrad spec, soph, 
junior, senior, grad 
dummy variables)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic, 
unkethnicity 
dummy variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, 
g other dummy 
variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, 
ftoff dummy 
variables)
The effect o f standing on the importance of student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  =
23.429, d f=  20, p = 0.268)
The effect o f ethnicity on the importance of student 
centeredness is significant at the .05 level {y} = 33.100, d f 
= 20 ,p  = 0.033)
The effect o f gender on the importance o f student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 3.267, 
d f = 4 ,  p = 0.5I4)
The effect o f class load on the importance o f student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 4.235, 
d f = 4 , p  = 0.375)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the importance o f 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
5.065, d f=  4, p = 0.281)
The effect o f educational goal on the importance of student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 8.006, 
d f=  12, p = 0.785)
The effect o f employment status on the importance of 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
20.366, d f = 16, p = 0.204)
* *
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Independent
Variable Description Significance
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification
(outstate,
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, l ibarts,  
f inearts,  health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f place o f residence on the importance of 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 
14.888, d f = 16, p = 0.533)
The effect o f residency classification on the importance of 
student centeredness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
245.808, d f = 7 , p  = 0.000)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the importance 
o f student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 11.864, d f=  8, p = 0.157)
The effect o f institutional choice on the importance of 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ 
3.049, d f=  4, p = 0.550)
The effect o f age on the importance of student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
12.823, d f=  16, p = 0.686)
The effect o f college on the importance o f student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
38.019, d f=  40, p = 0.560)
* * *
Number ofobs = 1144; LR x  (172) = 219.726; Prob > x  = 0.008; ML R" = 0.175
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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Student Centeredness Satisfaction Model (Model 11-2)
Full Model Specification
Model 11-2: s StudCent = ugrad spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g other ftoff ptoff fton 
pton house rent home other res outstate international dropout graduate entered 
a u l8  a_25-34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib arts fine arts health urban 
engineer undeclared ext ed grad college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 77 Model 11-2 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect o f standing on satisfaction with student 
soph, junior, senior, centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
grad dummy variables) 28.673, d f=  24, p = 0.233)
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
The effect o f ethnicity on satisfaction with student 
centeredness is significant at the .10 level (x^ = 
38.802, d f=  27, p = 0.066)
The effect o f gender on satisfaction with student 
centeredness is significant at the .10 level (x^ = 
12.464, d f=  6, p = 0.052)
The effect o f class load on satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
2.043, d f=  6, p = 0.916)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on satisfaction with 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 3.414, d f=  6, p = 0.755)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
The effect o f educational goal on satisfaction with 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 23.550, d f = 18, p = 0.170)
The effect o f employment status on satisfaction with 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 22.340, d f = 24, p = 0.559)
The effect o f place o f residence on satisfaction with 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X  ̂= 29.286, d f = 24, p = 0.210)
The effect o f residency classification on satisfaction 
with student centeredness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 6.039, d f = 12, p = 0.914)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on satisfaction 
with student centeredness is not significant at the .05 
level (x^ = 6.628, d f = 12, p = 0.881)
The effect o f institutional choice on satisfaction with 
student centeredness is significant at the .01 level (x^ = 
68.502, d f  = 6, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
25.918, d f=  24, p = 0.357)
* * *
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Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
College (business, The effect o f college on satisfaction with student
science, lib arts, centeredness is significant at the .01 level (%̂  =
fine_arts, health, 132.103, d f = 66, p = 0.000)
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
* * *
Number ofobs = 1148; LR %^(258) = 419.792; Prob = 0.000; ML R" = 0.306
Note: Levels o f significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
Student Centeredness Difference Model (Model 11-3)
Full Model Specification
Model 11-3: d StudCent = ugrad_spec soph junior senior grad black amerind asian 
hispanic unk_ethnicity female fulltime gpasis g_md g_dd g other ftoff ptoff fton pton 
house rent home other_res outstate international dropout graduate entered a_u18 a_25- 
34 a_35_44 a_045 business science lib_arts fine_arts health urban engineer undeclared 
ext_ed grad_college education hotel.
Evaluation o f  Independent Variables
Table 78 Model 11-3 Independent Variable Analysis
Independent Variable 
Description____________Significance
Standing (ugrad spec. The effect o f standing on the difference between 
soph, junior, senior, importance and satisfaction with student centeredness 
grad dummy variables) is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 21.920, d f = 28,
p = 0.785)
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Independent Variable 
Description_________ Significance
Ethnicity (black, 
amerind, asian, 
hispanic,
unk ethnicity dummy 
variables)
Gender (female 
dummy variable)
Class load (fulltime 
dummy variable)
Cumulative Spring 
GPA (gpasis)
Educational goal 
(g_md, g_dd, g other 
dummy variables)
Employment status 
(ftoff, ptoff, fton, ftoff 
dummy variables)
Place o f Residence 
(house, rent, home, 
other res dummy 
variables)
Residency
classification (outstate, 
international dummy 
variables)
The effect o f ethnicity on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with student centeredness 
is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 32.535, d f = 33, 
p = 0.490)
The effect o f gender on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with student centeredness 
is not significant at the .05 level (%̂  = 11/647, d f = 7, p 
= 0.113)
The effect o f class load on the differenee between 
importance and satisfaction with student centeredness 
is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 7.492, d f = 7, p = 
0.380)
The effect o f Spring 2002 GPA on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
6.660, d f = 7, p = 0.465)
The effect o f educational goal on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
16.240, d f=  21, p = 0.756)
The effect o f employment status on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
32.457, d f=  28, p = 0.256)
The effect o f place o f residence on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
36.550, d f=  28, p  = 0.129)
The effect o f residency classification on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with student 
centeredness is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 
7.791, d f=  14, p = .900)
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Independent Variable
Description_________ Significance
Re-enrollment Fall 
2002 (dropout, 
graduate dummy 
variables)
Choice o f UNLV 
when entering 
(entered)
Age range (a_ul8, 
a_25_34, a_35_44, 
a_o45 dummy 
variables)
College (business, 
science, l ibarts,  
fine arts, health, 
urban, engineer, 
undeclared, ext ed, 
gradcollege, 
education, hotel 
dummy variables)
The effect o f re-enrollment in Fall 2002 on the 
difference between importance and satisfaction with 
student centeredness is not significant at the .05 level 
(X^= 11.027, d f=  14, p = 0.684)
The effect o f institutional choice on the difference 
between importance and satisfaction with student 
centeredness is significant at the .01 level (%̂  =
64.202, d f=  7, p = 0.000)
The effect o f age on the difference between importance 
and satisfaction with student centeredness is not 
significant at the .05 level (x^ = 23.883, d f = 28, p = 
0 .688)
The effect o f college on the difference between 
importance and satisfaction with student centeredness 
is not significant at the .05 level (x^ = 62.335, d f = 77, 
p = 0.887)
* * *
Number o f obs = 1141; LR X (301) = 422.041; Prob > x  = 0.000; ML R ' = 0.310
Note: Levels of significance conducted using Wald tests.
* - .10 significance, ** - .05 significance, *** - .01 significance
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